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INTRODUCTION. 
SITUATION AND AREA. 
From an agricultural point of view Cerro Gordo county 
-embraces one of the most beautiful tracts of land in Iowa. 
The region indeed is not without the charm of beauty from 
.any point of view. This ~ounty lies well toward the west line . 
.of the northeastern quarter of the state.' It is only seventeen 
,or eighteen miles from the Minnesota boundary. Worth 
.county, on the north, separat~s it from Minnesota. It has 
~ancock county on' th~ west,' Franklin on the south, and 
Floyd on:. the east. It is approximately square,. embracing 
.,the usual sixteen congressional townshjps. Outside of 11ason 
'City each congressional township is>-llOW organized into a civil 
'township .. 
, PREVIOUS GEOLOGICAL WORK. 
Oerro Gordo county has received but little attention in pre-
-vious official surveys. It was not included in the area directly 
investigated by Owen, nor does the report of Prof. James 
Hall refer to it in any way. The survey conducted by Dr. 
,'Charles A.WhIte . covered some' of the more pl"ominent char-
acteristics of the region, and his report* devotes a ,few pag'es 
'to the description of C~rro Gordo 'and Worth counties con-
sidered as a single area. There are,also, in the same report, 
'some references to the peat of Cerro Gordo county in the 
chapter on Economic Geology, and to certain topographic 
'phenomena around Clear Lake, under the head of Physical 
··GeographY. In 1872 there was publislied, as advance sheets 
,of the Twenty~third Annual Report on the 'State Cabinet of 
New York, a' paper by Hall and Whitfield, in which some 
'fossils from the shales at Hackberry Grove are described and 
,the geological age of the formation is discussed. 
In the Ninth . Annual Report of the Geological Survey of 
Minnesota, Mr. W arrenU pharo t· discusses the terminal 
*Reportou the Geol. 'Surv,of the State of Iowa, lhades A. White"vol. II, pp. 249-2.')3, Des 
..Moines. 18iO.·· . . .. 
-tGeo1.andNat. Rist. Surv, of Minn. Ninth Ann. Rep; pp.298·299. Minneapolis,1881. 
11 G. Rep. 
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"moraine'of what is now known as the Wisconsin "drift sheet, 
'and gives some details respecting its, course and character.;, 
is~ics inCerroGordocoUlity. McGee, has a ,brief description 
. of the dolomitic ouildifug:stones at Mason City in the report 
on the. tenth census; *, and the same author tdiscusses ,the 
characteristics of the Lime Creek shales atH:1ckherry Grove 
in his monograph on the Pleistocen~ History of Northeastern 
Iowa. ,The Hackberry Grove fossils have also been the sub-
ject of papers by'Williams, Calvin and Webster. 
PHYSIOGRAPHY. 
. "':' 
TOPOGRAPHY~ , 
',Thetopographyofthe,greater part of Cerro Gordo county 
might be regarded by some observers~,~ somewhatcharacter-
less aIldmonoton'ous. Leaving out thewest~l~tier of town- . 
ships the remaining 'portion of the county is ,a ,gently 
undulating drift plain, almost level overlarge areas. Stream 
valleys that have cutto but a very limit~de_xtent below the 
generallevel,and a£ewknobsorridges that rise to a height 
of twenty to thirtyAeetabove the otherwise unbroken plain, ' 
give some diversity to a landscape irigeneraldevoidof salient 
topographicfeatures~Thedrifteoveringthe county is in 
some places very thin; erosion sincetJ;t~ deposition of the drift 
has been insignificant in amount, aridhencethemostconspic~ 
uo'us hills andvalleys_ot'easternCerro Gordo are In reality 
remnants of a·preglacialtopograpby. " , 
All the eastern ,part of the county is occupied by IowaJi 
drift; thewest~rntie~ of townships is almost wholly occupied 
". -' " '., ;,. . ", '" . -' . .. - ". by the knobs, ridges and kettle holes. that <:haracterize the 
. marginal moraine of the Wisconsin drift, "the. Altamont 
moraine of .Chamberlin." A small area in the southwest corner 
of, Grimes township presents some of the characteristics. of 
plains of Wis~onsin drift; but this last area is so small., a~ 'to 
make it comparatively unimportant.' The county is, theJ~efore" ' 
* Rept .. Tenth Census, vol. X, pp., 261-263. 
t Eleventh Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. EU1'v., p. au. 
lOW AN DRIFT. 123·· 
topographically divisible into two principal areas, the area 
of the Iowan drift and the area of the Altamont moraine. 
AREA OF IOWAN DRIFr. 
The Iowan drift area, which occupies about three-fourths 
of the surface of the county is, as already stated, a plain, only 
slightly modified by surface irregularities. The most marked 
topographic features of this area are associated with the val-
ley of Lime creek. From the point at which the stream enters 
the area of Iowan drift, near the northwest corner of Lincoln 
townsHip, until it leaves the county neal' the southeast corner 
of Portland, Lime creek flows in a wide and ancient valley 
that has been on~y partly filled with debris by the several gla-
ciersthat llave successively occupied the region. The valley-
varies in width from one-fourth of a mile to more than three-
miles. In depth it ranges from from twenty to seventy feet. 
The . channel that has been cut since the deposition of the 
. Iowan drift is a shallow trough wide enough to accommodate 
the stream in ordinary stages of water. There is, strictly 
speaking, no flood plain, at least there are no alluvial deposits; 
but a plain covered. with Iowan drift and strewn with conspic-
uous Iowan bowlders, usually begins at the margin of the s.hal-
low channel. and is doubtless partly overflowed at high water. 
In the western part of Lime creek township the stream flows. 
nearly east from the weElt line of the township to near the 
center of section.27. In this part of its course the valley is 
bounded on the south side by a steep escarpment, twenty to· 
thirty feet in height, in places rocky, in other places seem-
ingly made up of drift. The stream flows close to the foot of' 
the escarpment. A low drift covered plain begins near the 
level of the water on the north side of the channel and extends. 
back from one-eighth to more than one-half mile. The plain 
rises gradually to the north and is bounded in this direction 
by a more or less defined terrace eight or ten feet in height. 
From the margin of the terrace a second plain, which, like 
the first, is gently inclined toward the stream, reaches north-
' .... :.::':>.'" .... : . 
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ward with a maximum' width oftwobr three miles, and terlIli- ' 
nates in low, imperfectly,definedhills .. " 'These low hills mark 
the margi1{ of the old preglacial valley, and beyond them 
stretches away the unbroken drift plain. " ... , 
Southeast of Mason City the creek flows near the mid.dle'of 
, its old valley;· and the escarpment forming the eastern bound-
~ :ary cuts obliquely the 'west line of secti()n 7 of "Portland ' 
-toWnship. The height of the escarpment above the second 
bench of the ri'vervalleyis, atthispoint,thirty"fivefeet. Th~ 
'bo:undary of the valley is similarly marked' (:m the west side 
,at a distance of a mile, or a m~le and a half'frOID'the stream~ 
, In the southern part of Portlandtownship~the Lime creek 
· valleytreridsnearly,east. Here again the stteamilows near· 
· the southern margin of the v~ney~ . F6r.s~Ine.distance it fol-
, lows the foot ()f an escarpment nuide up of Lim~, creek shales 
,and presenting a 'front seventy feet in height. . From the sum-
"mit of this escarpment the nornialdrift plain stretches away 
with gentle undulations tothe south; . On thellorthside of the . 
:streamthe bowlder strewn plain 'begiIl~ near the level of the 
water and 'rises verygrad,uallytowardthe north, lIntil, at.a 
· ,dh~tance of two or three 'miles, without marked break or 
',change of slope, it blends into -the. plain of drift which lies at 
the general level of all the eastern pat-tor the COllnty~ In" 
the immediate neighborhoo~ of thestream,however, there is 
, the unusu.alsp'ectadle ofiwO drift piains.o£thesanle.age, 
;'sharply'·.offsetonefroIn.theothe~by a vertical rise of seventy 
feet: The interesting relations of these two plains are· due to 
topographic'features.iniposedupon the region 'befor~, the 
,oncoming of'lihe earli~st 'ghtcia! period., 'The ():ff$et.between 
,the two plains is most ,marked where the. stream flows close 
,to the foot of theesearpinent in sections31 ,and _35, butit is 
continued westward through sections 33and-32, receding 
Jarther and farther from the stream, and is finally lost in tp.e .~ 
,general level of the' county at the western limit of the pre-
,glacial valley. - . 
CHANNEL OF LIME CREEK. 125 
The valley of Lime creek abounds in·· interesting features 
throughout its whole course in the county. In the Iowan 
drift area it had been excavated to a great width in pregla-
cial thrre and probably accommodated. one of the master 
streams of ancient Iowa. The valley was partly filled with 
Kansan, and probably with an earlier drift, but during the 
interval following the Kansan ice invasion, it was in part 
re-excavated,-the terrace already noted in Lime creek town-
ship, and similar terraces at other points along the valley, 
indicating the width attained at the time the interval was 
brought to a'close by the invasion of Iowan ice. This later 
ice distributed only a thin mantle of drift which failed to dis-
guise the pre-existing topography. A thin sheet of till, with 
numerous and large bowlders was spread over the higher plain, 
over the· terrace, or second bench, and over the low plain 
FIG: n .. Abandoned channel of Lime creek north of Mason City. This is au interglacia.l chan-
. nel,aptlarently excavated and occupied by the stream during the interval between the 
Kansan and Iowan stages. of the Pleistocene. This interval includes three distinct epi-
sodes, namely: the Bucha.nan interglacial stage, the sta.ge of the invasion of sc,uthea!lt:' 
ern Iowa by the Illinois ice sheet, and the interglacial stage (unnamed) following the 
retreat ot the Illinois ice. 
formed by the excavation of the valley during the long inter-
glacial interval followi~g the withdrawal of the Kansan ice. 
The present shallow and comparatively narrow channel repre-
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sents the amount of erosion since the. close of the Iowan 
glacial period. 
An abandoned channel 'of Lime creek, with well defined 
rocky bluffs that are in places fortyreet in height, (Fig. 11) is 
.an interesting topographic feature in sections 27,34 and 35 of 
Lime creek township, and section 2 of Mason City. At the 
elbow of the stream east of the center of section 27 in the 
first named township, the present channel bends toward the 
southwest, while the abandoned channel trends almost directly 
south. rrhe southerly course is maintained for a little more 
than a mile, when the channel bears southeast and crosses the 
south line of the township from sixty. to eighty rods east of 
the southwest corner of section 35. In section 2 of Mason 
- . . 
City township it maintains its southeasterly direction, but iIi 
the northeast quarter of this section it enters'a:n expansion of 
the old preglacial valley and loses its character as a definitely 
bordered channel. The course of the stream.thatexcavated 
. . 
this 9ld channel continued. southeastward beyondth(3 middle 
of section 1, and then ,turned southward to join the present 
channel near the south line of section 12, Mason City town-
ship ... The part of the channel of greatest intere,st is that in 
sections 27, -34 'and 35 of Lime creek, and the northwest quar-
ter of section 2 of Mason City. It is in this part of its course 
that it is defined by rocky bluffs. Here it is also narrow, 
" scarcely exceeding 100 yards in width. Topographically the 
channel is young. It was occupied for'onlya very short time 
- as compared with the geologic ages required toe:s:cavate the. 
broad valley which the stream generally follows in the Iowan 
drift area in other parts of th,e county. - As to the age of the 
narrow rock-walledportiop. of the channel there is evidence . 
that the exc~vationwas completed before the 'invasion of 
Iowan ice, for Iowan drift, and numerous typical Iowan bowl- c" 
del'S lie appar~nt1y undisturbed throughout the greater part 
of its course. The -present stream seems to follow the pre-
glacial valley, so that it is scarcely possible that this channel 
was cut and afterward abandoned .in preglacial times. The 
....... 
.. -.:.:. 
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, mo~t p~obable succession of events would be, (1) a preglacial 
"valley 6~cupied by an in1:portant stream was cut to. a width of 
frotntwo to: three miles. In places the width 1p.ay have 
exeeededthema,xilllum given;, in others the real width may 
h:ivebeen less than the minimum. One of the narrower parts 
oltheoldvalley was ju~t below the point at which the aban-
, dbI1e~'channel diverges from thB present' one. (2) The nar-
. row:par.t of tllepreglacial valley was choked with dirt during 
".the-ad~ance ~rid:retreat of the Kansan ice.' (3) After the dis-
, , "appear.3;Il:ceof the Kahsan i~e the drainage in gene~al fol~ 
'lowedthe oidv~lley, but owing to obstructions, probably not 
farbelowtlle point at which the divergenc.ebacurred, the 
, stream 'was· turned aside· and compelled for a short distance 
: to make a new channel in 'which it continued -to flow during 
the interval between the Kansan and Iowan drift periods. 
''jJhecllannelcut .. during this interval' is in reality onlyabotit 
'tW6rililes in length. In the remaining portio.n of· its course 
until it joined the presentcihanriel, the' stream followed the 
,"~a~~ern 'portion of··t~epreglacial v~ney~(4) :During-ihe 
. Ib'Vailglaci.~l period two things, probably occurred. The 
, obstr~etiori.·o£Kansan drift mayhav6,beenj.n part plowed 
"a:#~y\and,the. channel followed' by the stream during the 
, int~rglaGial, periodniayhavebeen' in part :filled with Iowan 
'a~i1t ..• Tliat then<?w'abandoned channel ~as so filled in, part . 
" i~ 'a~,te~t~d by:ob:serv.:edfacts;and whether the·obstructiou'in' 
"~hepreglaclal valley was_plowed out ornot, the stream, alter 
the.' retreat of ,the Iowan ice, left the channelit had made in 
interglacial titne, and 'once more follow~d the older valley. 
On.~hi~llyp()thesis' the 'ab~ndoned 'channel .represents the 
an+ount of rock cutting accomplished in the interval between 
the.'Kansanand Iowan glacial stages. C6mp;tred with the 
anlou:rit of erosion since the close of the Iow~n stage it is 
many times as" great. It may safely be as'~erted that the 
interglaciar'period in question was relatively long .. A Gom:' 
parison of Figures iLand 12uiay afford so~e measure of th~ 
relative length of the two intervals., Figure 11, however, 
:':" ' 
;',: -;' ." ," ;-, -.'" 
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. . shoW8only·· a. ,part . of . the rock :c~tting accomplishe~l in the 
:per1od bet-\veentheKansan' and. 16wan.stiges; fortheaban- .' 
,d6ned valley is~owfiUed. to,aa.epthof.s~veralfeet with-drift. 
RJ?-dpeatYllumus; while Figure 12 ,sh6:Wl3tp.eentir~: ~lIlourit ~of .;' . 
yalley-inaking:aGcoiI,lpiishedbytheShen·Rbckriye.~at the 
'point ch~senforill~stratibn~ inallpost.;f():Wallti~_e.. . •. ...' 
.. 
'" Then6rth~aster~ corner bf t~ecoup-ty 'is·trayers~d ,bytb.e 
.~all~y.~of. Shelij:i9ckriv~r,a ·v~lley vEtry.difierefit·sofar·a~ 
!el~testo. it~' hi~tory and·topograph.ic.Cb.~racteI'isti~sfrbm . 
,that·' of LIme cre~k'~ Shell'Rock'valley iSn.ew~' . It traverses . 
the .hig:h~~ drift plat~au.~': '. Its depth. asarul~ .isdnlyaf~i 
teet.be16w ~the general drift plain: and. it~·:wldthis.just suffi~' 
. FIG. 12. View oil the Shell· Rock; showing the ,very s:liaiio:w.troUgh~likech!!-nn:elclit in the 
rowan drift.and iInderlyin.gJlme.stoile~. The contiguousfie~fui are.cu~tivated.practically \ 
. . to t1}.ewater's:.edge .. Northwestiquarter:of-il'tction 2i •. F~lls towniihlp. . . .... 
.cient·tb a(3co.mmodate -tile 'pX'~s.e:ritstr~am.. . ·In.~3;'nypi~ces. 
'. '.'th~drift :pialn, with its. hou.ses,barn.sahdeulti~ated -fietds~ 
'hegins at the margin of the 'shallow, ·trorigp:~tik~~ha.n:n·ei ~nd 
'.'spreadsaway without perceptible slope, to th~horizon.(Fig~· 
12). Inoth~r .places the stream has' cut . through l()wridges of. 
. ' .. ,' . . . '. . ....... .. 
. rock arid developed miniature bluffs that persist for a ~h()rt dis~ 
. tance andthenf~de into the low gr~ssy slopes that~omedoWn 
SHELL ROCK RIVER BLUFFS. 129-' 
FIG; 13. View of the low rocky bluff on Shell Roclr river,in northwest quarter of section 26 •. 
:; .- - _ _ _ Fallst(rwn,h'p.·· -
tothew.ater'sedge (Fig.13). BelowPlym.outhfor a few miles" 
tllech~w.nel is cut-continuouslyin.rockystratatoa depth of 
eight or ten feet. At a few points, as at Vermilya's bluff in 
Sw.qr., Ne. i;Sec. 35, Falls township,the ro·c:kywalls on one-
or the other side of -the valley attain a h~ig~t.of thirty or-
FIG. U. Vermnya'~ bluff, the higbest r6cky escarpment on the Shell Rock river, in Cerro· 
Gordo county. No.rtheast qUlIorter of sectron 35~Fa.ils township. 
':. -. 
•. '.<. 
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'fortyfeet(Fig,'] 4)~ but insuchcases·the .li61dertopoglaphy 
is,.dtletoG0l1diti011~,.develpp.ed.iIi pr.e·gliwiatthne. .....• ··.Iggeneral· 
. the valley' of the Sin~ll Rock in Cerro Gordo county'isnarrow 
:an:d~-shanow, rind repres~htsw():rkaeQomp~isli~~ :bythe·stTe~irl 
:since the retreat of thelo.w-~n ice ... ' '. . . .... . . 
" IntheYicinityof ·Ma~onCitythev~lfeyof·Willow.ereek 
'. ,t;'howsthe same characteristics as·, thevaiievof·Lime:breek .. 
·,~~~f!!:?J!;~{it:f~~~:~t~~t1~::~!~ie~; 
. -'FiG. 15. . iowa. b~wlder i~ !d~son C1tY;~P.W.·lOiwll PI~WkIt~~ilt~ew.· alIso of~he~regla~ia.i valley of· ... 
. ... owcree. .. '. .... . ....._ 
railway cuts ·thi-dligh.fossiljJerous ·beds()fth~ LiIUe e~eek 
?sha~es; butt4e bottom. land' .·between.the raHWay . and. the 
: stream, a veraginghalf.antile .l~>widtll,is cov~red with-drift 
to adeptkin places offi1te~n orbveIltyfeet.Ayalley more· 
·than fifty feet in depth; a~d fUllY"aJ-n#lein width was exca;v~ted 
."".. . ,"" . . . ". "" .. ". : .' " . .~ 
here before any drift was deposite,d: ... Towan bowlders; some of 
--them of great size (Fig.l~),;lie scat~ered over ~hejow·p~a.in 
-Within the walls of the val~eyas.over the corresponding plain 
;'along LiIne creek. Here as· in many' other parts' of the county 
SCANTINESS OF DRIFT MATERIALS. 131 
-tbesltccessive drift mantles were in the aggregate too thin to 
, <completely obliterate the preglacial topography. The valley 
• -was hever more than partially filled with drift, and beyond 
the limits of the valley, on the plain south of the railroad, the 
:pfaib. in which the valieywas cut, the driitmantle is so thin 
that Lime creek shales of Devcmian age are exposed' by the 
·:plow. . 
Preglacial hills and ridges, stand ,out to a limited height 
:above the general surface in sections '16 and 17 of Lake town-
:ship.· ~n the northeast quarter of 17 there' is a low' ridge, 
half a mile in length, trending northwest-~outheast, and com-
-posed of Lime creek shales with scarcely any' covering of 
. drift. This ridge lies between the lorks of Willow creek. Its 
;structure,' and its relations to the drift lying in the adjacent 
valleys arid lapping upon' its sides, indicate that' it belongs 
to a system of topography developedbefbre the earliest gla-
, ·dia;l.period." "A similar :ridge, with drift 'bowlders sprinkled 
: -over' its surface,' but with' a, soil made' up of decomposed 
D~vollian 'shales, extends through the northern part of sec-
ii6n 16. . 
"'A ,ridge;. conspicuous for this region, passes from section 
24 of ¥ason township into section 19 ciiPortland.It· rises 
.s$iJeet 'above the valley of Lime creek, and twenty feet 
above the drift plain to which the road descends from its slim-
iriittowardthe south. Near the summit the rain-wash in the 
, ,sides of the road expose undisturbed shales of the Lime creek 
.stage. A thin sheet of.till extends over the ridge, and heav-
:ierbodi~s lie on the lower grounds on eithet side; but the 
body of the ridge itself, as an eminence overlooking lowlands 
:on the north and south, is older than the oldest drift. 
" 1:he,s~antiness of the drift materials in certain localities, 
, .and the fact that the present hills and valleys are, to a large 
;enent, remnants of a preglacial topography, are well illus-
-tratedat numerous other points within the county. For 
·example, there are many bQwlders lying over the plain that 
begins at the summit of the seventy-foot escarpment in section 
· . ., ... 
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35 of Portland township, but in cultivating the fieltls the 
.farm.er drives his plow .through . Devonian shales. . The . same 
shales are cut through by the roadway at the summit of. a-
long' hill,ri.~ar the s{)utheastcorner ofs.ection24 in Owen 
township, while und~sturbed drift lies deeply over the' adJa-
cent . v~lleys: '. Along-the :r:o~d "le~ding from Mason . ctti. t(} . 
Clear Lake,almost every excavation, whether made iii ~ill 
or valley, cuts through the thin layer of. 'drift "and reveals the 
yellow shales, whichhereconstitut-ethe' country rock. In the-
southwest corner of 'Portland tbwnshipthere are n.umerous. 
exposures illustrating the same·relations. The valleys con:.. 
tain undisturbed drift an.d the hills are made up of undisturbed 
country rock. 
: Overlarge~reas in the, eastern part. of Cerro{j;ordo.cou~ty . 
the drift is, after all, comparatively deep, alldoutside ()f :such.· 
phenomena·ashave. been discussed· above; this area maybe-
. looked'upon asa drift-plainwith g~iltle- undulatiohs that are 
not. always erosional in origin.- .A typiGa~p().i'~tibn.oftllispla,in 
begins ·at·t.1~.e easternornortheast~rn margin' 6f,the'()ld " Lhne 
creek valley: and occupies nearly all."of-Falls t()~IlsJ:rip, 
togetlier' -with:adjacentpartsof . Lime Creek andj;>or.tla:p.d .. 
The·same·plain, broken.only bythepost-:glaciai (3l<)$iort:ofa.· 
few sm~llstreanis, covers nearly the whole of: the area'east. 
_of the Altamont moraineap.d south. of the valleys' of Willow 
creek andL~me creek., Through()ut'·abeltseveral miles in 
width,and lying' On . both sides or the northernbo-undary of 
Dougherty, Geneseo ap.dPleasant Valleytc):wnships, the plain 
·is typically. d~veldped~' Its .. western' . limit coincides· very 
nearly with the east line of Grimes and U nion.·An',area of . 
similar topography lies ,between Lime creek and Willow creek 
in' southwestern Liricolil ~andthe northern part bfLake. 
ALTAMONT MORAINE. 
The area of the Altamontmnraine is one of unique topog--
raphy. " Geographically it corresponds very nearly with the 
western tier_ of townships so far as it IS included in Cerro-
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Gordo county. In the southwest it extend.s a short distance 
-€astof the limit 'of these, and occupies a few square miles in 
the western edge of Mount Vernon and Pleasant Valley town-
ships; _ The surface of the are~ is quite irregular, and pre-
sents a series of knob-like hills and undrained marshes-
.arranged in the most lawless manner. Erosion has played a 
very unimportant part in producing the present surface con-
-figuration of this Illorainic belt. 
One of the most broken and hilly portions of the moraine in 
. -Cerro Gordo county occurs in the n0rthwest corner of Grant 
. 'township. The hills are simply knobs of drift that were. 
-irregularly heaped up along the margin of the Wisconsin ice. 
crrheir. height above- ~he tortuous, marshy valleys that wind in 
.and out and branch and rebranch without definable system, so 
FIG. 16. The Altamont moraine in section 1 of Grant township. 
- -
:as practically to surround each individual knob, varies from 
forty to seventy or eighty feet. The ~lo:ges are often steep. 
'The traveler following the wagon roads ·must be content to 
make slow prog:ress,and must often make long detours to 
:avoidiInpassablemarshes or impracticable hills. 
Soutlieast of Lime creek in Grant township, the irregulari - -
ties of the surface are less pronounced. The relief is less, 
the curves are not so sharp, and yet the topography is in 
marked contrast with the gently undulating plain of Iowan -
·driftthat begins not far to the east. The milder features of 
;the knobby moraine are continued southward to Clear Lake, 
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and for a few miles south of that body of water the gentler' 
curves that begin Bouthof Lime creek characterize the ,topo-
. graphic forms. Section 3 of Grimes township, is the center' 
of an area of considerable extent, in which moranictopog-
Tapny is typically developed (Fig. 16), the moraine here hav-
ing a width of six or seven miles. In the southern part of 
Grimes township the knob-like hills are replaced by compara-
tively gentle- undulations. 
Kettle holes are very characteristic features of the area· 
occupied by the moraine; These are saucer-shaped ponds or' 
marshes that, in the majority of cases, are only a few rods in 
diameter. They are abruptly depressed belowthesurround-· 
ing level,but they may be found in ~ll situations from the, 
low, ill-drained ground between the .;hills, to the~top of the' 
highest eminences~ In seasons of ordinary. rainfall they .are~ 
filled with water and JIlay support a dense growth of rushes, 
wild rice, and 'lessconspicu?us aquatic plants. Evidently 
'thesepecllliitr-ponds- were formerly more numerous than. at. 
present, 101- innianyinstand~speafbogs Jiave taken the place-
of.kettle holes, the depre~sionshavingbeengradually filled. 
with partially d~(J~yed vegetation. All these ponds, inde~d, 
are in 'process of f.iH1ng;and the cultivation of the hilh" whictL 
is every year becoming more general,will hereafter result in 
the mingling?l considerable quantities of earthy matter with. 
the peaty d~P9sit. 
The bas.in of Clear L~ke is simply a large depression in the, 
Altamont moraine, . ~nd it may be regarded as genetically 
related to the kettle holes aJready described. The maximum. 
depth of the water in the lake is about fifteen ' feet. Except 
at the outlet, at the east end of the lake, the basin is sur-· 
rounded bv low knobs and hills of drift .. 
" . 
Lake basins of smaller size than Clear Lake, now generally 
filled with peat and supporting annually a heavy crop .. of 
coarse slough grass, are found at various points within the-
limits of the moraine. . A typical extinct lake bed of the kind 
described is seen in sections. 24 of Union township and 19 of 
NIount Vernon. 
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At various points along the east end ?f Clear Lake, as, for 
example, between the lake and the Assembly grounds, there 
is a rather low but conspicuous ridge of sand and gravel that, 
is more recent in age than the moraine. This ridge has had 
the sam'e origin as the i'walls" and causeways that commonly 
occur on the low, or swampy sides of northern lakes, and has. 
been produced bJ~ the ,heaving and expansion of the ice dur-
ingthe successive winters that have come and gone since.the 
lake came into existence. The expanding ice is c'rowded 
shoreward .along that margin of the lake that offers leas to 
resistance, and carries with it the clay, sand, gravel, bowl-, 
FIG. 17 . Effect of expansion of. ice in Clear Lak'l. Along the low, !teutly sloping margins-
of. the lake the ice is heaveg and broken a.nd shoved shoreward with tremendous en"l'gy, 
'carrying'with it great quantities of sand, clay, bowlders and other included mateIials., 
deI's or other substances that may be frozen in its lower' 
surface, or are so situated as to be moved by the great 
mechanical energy exerted in connection with the process of' 
expansion (Fig. 17). 
In the western and southwestern part of Grimes township, 
thg moranic topography gradually disappears, and the soft-
ened curves blend eventually into the lev.el plain character-
istic of the area covered with Wisconsin drift. 
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ELEVATIONS. 
The followblg ta,ble,t~ken fr.om Gannett's Dictionary of 
.. Elevations, shows the relative altitudes of a few of the 
more important points in the county. ;rtwill beohserved 
-that the greatest elevations occur at Clear Lake and Ventura, 
. . - .. . 
-in the Altamont moraine. 
Mason, City~ 
C., M. & St. P.depot ____ ~"' _____ ~_;.; ____ ~ _____ ::.~·_ ]",128 
. Iowa Central depot ________ ~_,..---'-.,."--- __________ 1,130 
Clear Lake __________ :. ''" ____ .,. ____ ~ _______ ~ ~ ___ ~ _______ 1,238 
Plymouth ___ ~ __ .:.: __ ~ ___ . _______ . ______________ ~ ______ .:..1,125 
Portland ____________ .. _________ ..: ____________ ~. _________ <I ,071 
Ventura ________ :..~_..; _____________ .. _________ ~ ____ .. ______ 1,252 
DR ... 'UNAGE. 
. With respect. to drainage, as in th~ case of topography, 
, . -Cerro Gordo county is divisible intotw'o areas. The portion 
-'of the county occupied by Iowan'drift has relatively perfect 
. drainage; and the stream channelsare'iairlY'fe~l:aefined.· 
With theex'ceptionof that part o1.thechanhelofLi;ri:tecre~k 
whichpasses~througli the northwest cq:rnerofGJ,'::tlJ.tt6wn-
':ship, it .,can',scarcelybesaid·thatthere"isa;weU' defin~dwater 
course illthearea~f the Altainont.~oraine; '.' , 
'1;irne OJ;eek.-·' ,Li.lIleereekdraills.th~.largerpart of Cerro 
· ..·Gordo'county.· It entersthecounty1r6mthesouthwe.st, and 
in the first part oJ its.eQ~rSe it tntverses the morainic belt 
already described. Ttscourse itt the- moraine is somewhat 
• anomalous. Entering.Grant .town~hip in section 19· the 
stream fiows northeast and passes into Worth county. Soon 
after ,entering Worth its' directionischangedtowardtheeast, ' 
.. ,- ~ 
", and after flowing eastward for afew'miles it escapes from th~ 
-moraine and enters' upon the area of Iowan drift ... Here its 
course becomes normal for streams in this part of Iowa: . It 
· flows southeast, and soon re-enters Cerro Gordo county, :. 
· crossing the north line of section 5 of Lincoln township. 
Froin thispoint its course is in the main southeast untIl it 
]eaves the eountYJ:ttthe east line of section 36 of Portland 
-.:township. 
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Within the moranic belt, in Grant township, the course of 
Lime creek is very tortuous, since of necessity it winds back 
and forth to avoid the lawlessly disposed knobs and hills of 
drift. In this region the channel is new, dating only from 
the retreat of the Wisconsin ice. It is now a mere shallow 
-'J • 
trough in loose glacial ,detritus, showing only an inconsider-
able amount of erosion since the stream began work upon it. 
There is here properly no river valley, nor are there any 
tributary s,treams with definitely marked channels. The 
drainage waters from adjacent lands find their way into Lime 
creek,sometimes by very roundabout courses, along broad, 
flat-bottomed swales, or through reedy, ill drained marshes~ 
In the Iowan dr~ft area, however, Lime creek follows a pre-
glacial valley that was originally in places two or three miles 
j 
-- ---- ----------
'Z. 
- ----
:FIG. 18. Profile across valley of LIme creek in western part of Lime Creek township. 1. 
Width of preglacial valley. 2. Width of valley at close of interglacial stage preceding 
the advent of the [owan glaciers. > 3. Width of present channel. This channel isa nar-
row and shallow trough cut in Iowan drift. A. Lower plain, only a few feet above level 
of water in creek. This plain is covered with Ii. thin sheet of Iowan drift· and is 'strewn 
with large Iowan bOWlders that have not been disturbed since they were deposlted at the 
levelat which they now 11e. B. Terrace into which the interglacial stream cut the valley 
No.2. Tbis terrace Is underlain by gravel of the age Of the Buchanan ~ravels it is 
superficially covered with Iowan drift, and is in places thIckly strewn with Iowan bowld-
ers. C. Highla.nds beginning at the northern margin of the preglacial valley, covered 
with thin mantle of Iowan drift. • . 
in width. In depth the valley varies from twenty to seventy 
feet. Its history is well recorded in the western part of Lime, 
Creek township. Here the present stream flows in a small, 
shallow and narrow channel near the southern margin of the 
valley. The south barik of the stream rises abruptly to a height 
of thirty or forty feet. On-the north side a plain with gentle 
slope begins near the level of the water and extends back to 
a terrace that is eight or ten feet in height. At,the summit 
of the terrace there begins another plain that may be, two 
miles or more in width, and is terminated on the north by an 
irregular line of low hills. The history seems to have been 
as follows: The preglacial valley (Fig. 18) had a width reach-
12 G~ Rep. 
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ing from the south bank of the present stream to the line of 
hills which form the northern border of thesecond plain noted 
above. The sub-Aftonian drift, if it was ever deposited in 
this region, cannot, be differentiated from the Kansan, but it 
is (3ertain that at ~he close of the Kansan stage the old valley 
was only partially filled with detritus, . and· an . important 
drainage stream of the subsequent interglacial stage followed . 
the old depression and in part re-excavated the valley .. At the 
beginning of the Iowan stage the re..,excavation was far from 
complete, its amount being represented by the space between 
the south wall of the valley and the first terrace north of the 
present stream.' The Iowan glaciers deposited only a very 
thin sheet of drift over this region; but they carried numerous 
bowlders that are 'scattered over the:Whole s~rface of high-
lands and lower plains. The plain between the terrace and 
the channel, and rising only a few feet above the level of the 
water, is thickly strewn with large Iowanbowldersthat have' 
not been disturbed since they were deposited' at the level at 
which they now lie. '. The present channel is a shallow: trough 
cutin the Iowan drift ()f this lower plain, and repres~ntsthe 
inconsiderable amount of erosion since the withdrawal of the' 
Iowan ice. 
The same history i:s recorded throughout the whole course 
of the stream in the Iowall drift area, except that during the 
interglacial stage, between the Kansan and Iowan glacial 
periods, the stream,'for a few miles, was turned aside from the 
ancient valley andex.pended its energies in cutting the/aban-
d<?ned, rock-wa~led channel,' already noted, that traverses 
sections 34.and 35 of Lime Creek township, and a part of sec-
tion 2 of Mason City. The . evidence of the interglacial age· 
of this abandoned channel has been given in connection with 
th~ discussion of the topography of the region.· .. 
It seems probable that during preglacial and interglacial 
times the valley of Lime creek accommodated one of the· most 
important streams' of northeastern Iowa. After the close of 
the Iowan stage the Shell Rock river probably took part of 
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the drainage waters that had 'previously found their way 
through various tributaries into the predecessor of Lime 
creek. At all events there was no pre-Iowan Shell Rock, for. 
this stream follows no valley; and ·has cut only a shallow 
trough in the surface of the Iowan drift. Furthermore the 
Wisconsin drift, particularly the Altamont moraine, choked 
. up that portion of Lime creek valley which doubtless was 
produced northwestward from the point at which it crosses 
the northern boundary of Cerro Gordo' county. As a conse-
quence the surface waters have been partly turned into new 
courses, while those that still find their way from the Wiscon-
sin drift area in~o the old valley are obliged to wander tortu-
ously among morainic knobs, and over areas in which drainage 
. channels are altogether undeveloped. As a result of these 
changes the relative importance of the stream following this 
old valley has been greatly diminished. . 
Shell Rock river.-The Shell Rock river drains the north-
eastern portion o~ the county. It flows almost diagonally 
through Falls township,· entering the county a short distance 
north of Plymouth and leaving it not far from the northeast-
ern corner of Portland township. . In its course in Cerro 
Gordo county the Shell Rock is a comparatively unimportant 
stream, receiving few tributaries, and having its' drainage 
area confined to a narrow space on each side of the channel. 
. The Shell Rock, as a stream, is new. There is no evidence 
of any. valley older than the Iowan drift. The channel is cut 
in the. drift plain, which, in places, spreads out on either side 
of the shallow trough in which the stream flows, and without 
- perceptible slope is lost in the unbroken horizon. Fields that 
g!ye no suggestion of being lower than the adjacent lands are 
tilled to the water's edge, and from homesteads established 
on the brink of the stream the view is equally uninterrupted 
in every direction. The Shell Rockbegan to flow in its pres-
ent course after the Iowan ice had disappeared from .this 
region. It is a typical example of a youthful stream. It has 
. cut through the drift and has usually excavated a few feet of 
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. . 
rock, . but the work of valley making is only fairly begun .. 
The amount of rock cutting accomplished by the-Sh~llRock 
is less than one-third of that performed by the inte~ghi.cial 
stream that -excavated the abandoned channel near Mason 
City. 'It may not be safe from this fact~lone to assume-that 
the interglacial period ·was three times as long as the period 
since the- close of the Iowan glacial stage, for the'attitud~ of 
the lan·d is an important factor in determining the rate of 
. channel erosion, but there are other corroborative lines of 
evidellceth,at justify the belief that the.in:tervalbetweenthe 
. . 
Kansan and Iowan glacialstages was much longer than the . 
tim~ that has elapsed since the close of the Iowan. . 
WillOw creek is a st·ream of Some importance that, With -Its 
num:erous branches; drains the region -betweenMasonOity 
.and Olear Lake. One of its brancheSl affords an outlet-for the .. 
. . . .~. 
waters Of Clear Lake during periods of excessiveprecip'itation. 
In the neighborhood. of Mason City Willow creek Howsin an . 
. {)ld~ valley that has been subject to the same vicissitudes as . 
theval1~yofLim.ecreek. It wasexca;'ated to a depth offifty 
{)r ~ixty feet,--'andwas wi¢le:p:ed by long continued weathering; . 
• {)fthe valley sid.es inp-reglacial times. It was partly filled 
-by K~nsan and pI'()bablyby:sub~Aftonian .. drift, and . was _ in· 
part re-e~cavated during the i1iterva~ following the close o~ 
. ·theKansan ·stage.The bottom of the valley received a thin 
"' layer of till, and upon· it was . deposited . many large granite 
bowlders as . a result of the invasion of the Iowan ice.·- The 
present channel is a small trough with Iowan drift . coming 
down to its margin. ~ 
. - .One· of -the branches· of willow cre~k, as already noted, 
-carries -off any excess of water from -the basin of. Clear Lake; 
the other arises in the ~imperfectly. d:rainedsloughs and 
marshes th~t-alternate with the knobs of drift in the -eastern 
margin of the hilly country north of the lake. Both hq,ve" 
their origin in the . Altamont moraine, but the main source of 
the water supplied to the stream is fotiridin the area be~ween 
the margin of the moraine and Mason City. 
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. CaZmu8 Greek is a stream with a very narrow drainage basin 
in proportion to its length. It has its origin in a marshy area 
near the northwest <:orner of Lincoln township. Its course is 
nearly parall~l to Lime creek, and only a mile or two distant 
from the larger stream, which it joins in the northern part of 
. Mason City.· Except in wet seasons the amount of water car-
ried byCalmus creek is insignificant . 
. The southern part of the county, east of the moraine, pre-
sents extensive reaches of levelland in which drainage is not 
as well established as it is farther north. From large areas 
the storm waters flow off very slowly, and are finally gathered 
into a number of small streams that have cut shallow ditch-
like channels in-the otherwise unbroken plain of Iowan drift. 
Mount Vernon, Bath, Geneseo, and Pleasant Valley town-
ships are all drained by the numerous small forks of Beaver 
Dam creek. All of these branches exhibit in the main the 
characteristics of youthful,prairie streams that have cut only 
a short· distance into the black drift loam. But at a few points 
~ome rock cutting ,has been accomplished, for near Rockwell 
one of the branches exposes ledges of Owens Grove magnes-
ian shales and limestones; another branch cuts into magnesian 
shales of the same horizon three miles ·southeast of Swaledale; 
in section 35 of Geneseo township the creek flows apparently 
ina small preglacial, rock-walled valley; and in section 36 of 
Pleasant Valley townsJiip the west branch of Beaver Dam 
creek cuts into Kinderhook shales and limestones . 
. Cold Wcttm' Greek.-Dougherty township is drained by Cold 
Water creek. This is a small stream in seasons of ordinary 
rainfall. . The headwater branches and the upper portion of 
the drainage course are defined only as broad swales or sloughs, 
without any distinct channel cutting through the coarse 
slough grass sod. Farther down, the channel is better defined. 
There are a few drainage channels, not shown on the accom-
'panying map, in the northwestern part of Owen township; 
there are broad sloughs serving as drainage courses in the 
eastern part of Owen and Dougherty; but all the southwest-ern 
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part of Owen and adjacent parts of Doughe~ty, Bath and 
Geneseo townships, belong to a level. expanse of rich prairie 
land in which drainage has been only imperfectly developed. 
_ Drai.naqe of the morainio belt.-TheAlta,1l1ont moraine, occu-
pying the western townships of Cerro Gordoeounty, is an 
area that is practically undrained. . Lime creek,as already 
stated, flows through the northwest corner of Grant township, 
but it occupies the only definitely marked stream channel in 
the morainic belt north of Clear Lake.' In this region Lime 
creek has ·no tributaries except so far as the debouching 
sloughs and marshes afford opportunity for drainage of the 
adjacent areas. . For many miles south of Clear Lake there 
are no drainage channels, except the broad swales that wind 
in and out among the hills of drift.' Indeed the first definitely 
marked water 'course in this -direction is· found near Thornton 
inthe eastern part of Grimes township. 
80Utl'oe of water supply fOr Olear Lake.-· No surface streams 
flow into Clear Lake.- Union and Clear Lake _ townships' 
are practically destitute of developed drainage colirses. 
The storm waters flow from the hills to the lower levels,but 
here they move sluggishly along the bottoms of broad grassy 
swales or through sedgy marshes and, before being gathered 
into definite streams, are largely lost, partly by evaporation, 
. and partly by percolation into underground' channels.' The 
popular belief among the local inhabitants that· Clear Lake, 
which receives no surface streams,mustbe fed by springs, is 
doubtless true, for it would be reasonable to suppose that 
some of the water that sinks into the ground· in the hilly 
regions north and south of the.Jake,would find its way-along 
horizons of sand and gravel into the lake bed. The undrained, 
saucer-shaped marshes or~ kettle holes characteristic of the 
morainic area were noted under the head of topography, and 
it was also noted that the basin of Clear Lake is only a large.~ 
kettle hole, or depression in the driftmaterial-s of the moraine, 
and is not neces.sarily connected with any special configura-
. tion of the underlying indurated rocks. -
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Drainage during lVisconsin stage.-Within the limits of 
Cerro Gordo county it seems clear that few streams of any 
consequence flowed out from the eastern margin of the Alta-
-mont moraine during the period of melting of the Wisconsin 
-ice. The waters from such melting' probably for the most 
part flowed southward along the margin of the ice, inside the 
moraine, to escape through the marginal ridges of drift at 
points outside the limits of Cerro Gordo county. Toward the 
southern extremity of the Wisconsin ice lobe the escaping 
streams deposited trains and terraces of gravel along their 
courses. ',This gravel may sometimes be traced for miles 
-down the valleys in regions outside the lobe of Wisconsin 
drift, and it may be' followed backward into the newer drift 
region for long distances. In this county, however, there is 
no evidence .of violent stream action and consequent deposi-
tionof : gravels. in connectipn with the melting of this latest 
ice sheet, except in the neighborhood of Thornton, and along 
the west branch of Beaver Dam creek between Thornton and 
the point at which this stream passes into Franklincounty, at 
the south line of section 36, Pleasant Valley township. The 
boldtopog~aphy characteristic of the moraine farther north 
gives place in Grimes township to more softened and gentler 
undulations. There is no marked elevation of the morainic 
belt above the drift areas on either side.' The creek in ques-
tion heads well toward the west side of the moraine, and its 
valley seems to have formed the most important outlet in the 
county for the escape of waters from the melting ice sheet. 
Gravelsbegin in valleys of the several branches of this creek 
some distance above Thornton. A very large body of gravel 
occurs where two important branches come together. just 
below the village. Gravels are strewn all along the creek 
vaUeyto points beyond the limits of Cerro, Gordo county, an 
important bed occurring in the roadside and adjacent fields a 
few rods west of the point at which the stream crosses the 
county line. 
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GEOLOGICAL FORMATIONS. 
General Description. 
The geological formations of Cerro' Gordo county, while not 
very numerous, are all of especial interest both from an 
eGonomic and scientific point, of view. _ The indurated rocks 
embrace shales and 'limestones; the superficial deposits are 
. -
almost exclusively drift. Throughout t.hegreater part of the 
county the drift c,overs and conceals the- rocks of sedimentary 
orIgin. The principal exposures 6f indurated beds occur 
along the larger streams and ,their tributaries in the north-
eastern half of the county. Exposures of one kiud otanother 
are almost continuous along Lirne creek throughout its course 
~in the 'Iowan. drift of this region, and Shell Rockriverruns . 
-over, or between, beds of limestone nearly all the way from 
-_ Plymouth until it passes into 'Floyd county above Nora 
Springs. Near the, mouth of Willow creek there are verticai 
limestone cliffs, and Calmus creek, for a short distance above 
. its m~uth, has its channel floored and walled With hard beds 
,of limestone. The following ta,ble shows the geological 
.:formations recognized in Cerro Gordo county. , 
, I 
GROUP. SYSTEM. -SERIES. STAGE. , I SUB-STAGE. I - ' ' 
Wisconsin. 
Cenozoic. ' Pleistocene.' .1 Glacial. 
I 
, 
" 
, -
I Carboniferous. - Lower Carboniferous, 
Mississippian. 
~ 
p aleozoic. -
Devonian. " Middle Devonian. 
...;.. 
-,. 
Iowan. 
Buchanan. 
I Kansan. 
Kinderhook. 
I 
Lime Creek. 
Cedar Valley. 
J 
I 
I 
I 
Owen. 
.. 
Hackberry. 
Mason City._ 
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. . 
DEVONIAN SYSTEM. 
CEDAR VALLEY LIMESTONE. 
The lowest beds seen in this county are the equivalent of 
the upper portion of the Cedar Valley limestone, as this lime-
·stone is .developed in J bhnson and adjacent counties. Aline 
'drawnfrom Iowa City to Mason City is very nearly parallel 
. ,to the general line of strike of the Cedar Valley and under-
lying limestones, and· hence, although the geological struc-
ture is complicated to some slight extent by local folds, 
equivalent strata are found at numerous intermediate points. 
The most persistent life zone in the formation,-a zone which, 
-though presenting some biological and lithological variations, 
is continuous and well marked over a very large part of the 
. ·areaoccupied by Devonian strata in Iowa,-isthat containing 
.the branching and spherical stromatoporoids characteristic of 
.. the beds numbered eight, nine and ten of the general Cedar 
-Valley section of Johnson county. * . 
. Southeast of the Normal School buildings at Cedar Falls this 
·zone of spherical stromatoporoids occurs in the same relative 
position to other definitely marked life zones, that it occupies 
. at Iowa City. It overlies the evenly hedded and, in general, 
non-fossiliferous quarry stone, and this in turn overlies the 
zone of Acervula1"ia davidsoni. Omitting intermediate points, 
the strolluttoporoidbed is seen above the quarry stone near 
Marble Rock. It was this same stromatoporoid bed that some 
years since was worked for the "coral marble" at Charles 
City. At the locality last named the matrix is more than 
usually compact,owing to the very perfect cementation of the 
material with interstitial calcite. The east end of the wagon 
bridge overthe Shell Rock river at Nora Springs rests on the 
.the.same bed of Stromatopora. The bed is again exposed in 
the low bluff of Lime creek at Portland, and is very conspic-
u·ous at the top of Lein Brothers' lime quarry in Mason City. 
The zone of spherical stromatoporoids varies greatly in thick-
* This volume, p.71.. 
, , 
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ness, even withi~ short distances. It varies also in the genera 
and species of trrie~coI'alswithwhich' the stomatopora~ are 
'associated. 'It varies in the compactness of them'atrix and in 
the perfection of preservation. of its fossils. Towardthe 
, south the sphericalstromatopor9ids a,refollowedin ascending 
order by beds of white, non-fossiliferous limestone.' White 
limestone charged with' stromatop0r.0ids growing in flat, lam-
inarsheets or expansionsf611ow the same bed in Cerr() Gordo 
and Floyd counties~ In J ohn.soncouilty the crinkled stems 
of two species of Idiostroma sometimes .prevail t.o the almost 
t()tal exclusion of, other, forms of strom'atoporoids; in "Cerro 
Gordo county Idiostroma is 'usually absent at this horizon, but 
a very fine stemmed· species occurs abundantly in association 
with the spherical forms, in the upper part of the Kuppinger 
quarry, a few rods below the mill on Lime creek in Mason City. 
In Johnson county a Favosites, or Pachypora,withcylindri- ," 
cal' habit of growth and ,v'ery thick-walled corrallites,: occurs 
in the Stromatopora bed; in Floyd and Cerro Gordo, arelated~' 
though different, species.of the same genus is found spar-
ingly at this same' 'horizon. InJ ohnson the bed iIi ques-
tion frequentlY'contain~ large' corallaof AOB1'vula'ria david8oni; , 
inCerro Gordo Paehyphyllt6m woqdmani and ·anew species of 
Diphyphylluin take th~ 'place ',or the' Acervularia. Tenor 
fifteen feet above this' horizon, however, hi beds of "white 
limestone containing lamiI1.ar, stromatoporoids, Paohyphyllu1n 
woodmaniis associated with Aoer'vularrict inequali8, a very 
characteristic' ~specles, and evidently a highly modified 
descendant of the species occurring in,Johnson county. 
, ~ -
TYPICAL EXPOSURES. 
The characteristics of the Cedar Valley stage in this county 
may be judged from a st'udy of the following typical expos-
ures. The l{uppinger quarry, in the east bank of Lime 'cree~, 
between~he bridge and themiU dam in the northern part of 
. 11ason City, gives the following section: . . 
i 
TYPICAL SECTIONS. 
FEET. 
7. Residual clay and drift. ______________________________ 4 
6. Somewhat regularly bedded stromatoporoid limestone 
in which occurs a small Favosites and some laminar 
stromatoporas associated with many spherical masses 
of stromatopor& with concentric lamiure of growth __ , 3 
5. Reef of stromatoporoids consisting largely· of spher-
oidal coralla with concentric, laminated structure; 
some of the coralla are more than a foot in diameter. 
In some cases there are great numbers of very fine 
stems of a species of Idiostroma. Bedding 0 bscure_ 5 
4. White or grayish, fine-grained limestone, breaking 
with conchoidal fracture, very compact; ledges rang-
ing from a few inches to more than two feet in thick-
ness. . No traces of fossils, or traces few and very 
obscure ____ . _____________ .. _________________________ 14 
3. Bluish limestone, flexuous and unevenly bedded _____ ~ 2 
2. Hard, crystalline, grayish dolomite, with occasional 
strea)rs of brown and red. In weathered portions of 
this member the crystals of dolomite are in places 
very loosely cemented and the rock has the appe~r­
ance of a friable sandstone. Some beds are vesicular, 
owing to the'solution and removal of fossils. The 
cavities, however, are lined with crystals to such an 
extent as to obliterate all evidence of generic or spe-
cific character s. Ledges varying from 6 to 36 inches 
.in thickness ____________________ ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 8 
1. From floor of quarry to level of stream, covered with 
talus ______ : _________________________ ~_______ _ 2 
14'7 
The crystalline dolomite, No. 2 of the foregoing 'section, is 
called~andstone by the quarrymen and masons of the region. 
Some of the fossil cavities' are evidently due to removal of 
crinoid stems. The bedding is regular, and the stone may be 
quarried readily in blocks of serviceable size and shape. No. 
3 is rather worthless, owing to the irregularities of bedding 
and the tendency of the layers to break into shapeless pieces. 
The white, fine-grained limestone, No.4, shows very regular 
hedding, the individual layers generally retaining the same 
thickness for considerable distances. The rock from this 
member does not resist the weather as well as the dolomite, 
~o. -2, though it is used extensively and serves well for many 
purposes. 
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Numbers 5 and 6 together constitute a regular Stromatopora 
reef. . Th~ lower part· of the reef shows rio hedding planes. 
At nrst the stromatoporoids consisted of species growing 
in spherical or . spheroidal masses from a fraetion of an inch 
10 more than a foot in diameter, but later, species growing in 
flat, laminar masses displaced those with the concentric habit 
of growth. A few colonies of small cylindrical~r branch-
ing forms of ·Favosites and Cladopora occur with the stro-
matopores, but true corals. are very rare at this hori-
FIG. 19. Natural exposure o! Cedar 'Valley limestone a.t Parkej.'smill, Mason City. At this 
exposure the' regular stratification . of . the beds of thIs· formation, is IIhown, and their 
superior Dowers of resista.nce toefi'ects of weathering, llartlcularly in the dolomitiC phase. 
are well demonstra.ted. '.' -. , 
zona The lower surface of the Stromatopora bed is strangely 
cut by a series of ramifying channels apparently accomplished 
by. streams of water flowing betw~en this bed and the under-
lying white limestone. The streams, howe veT, dissolved and 
eroded the roof more thu,n they did the floor of their under-
ground cha;nnels. 
The residual clay, No.7, at the top of the section is very 
tough and very ferruginous. It has worked its way down-
ward along joints, and from the joints it has spread out hori-
zontally between layers, so tha~ all openings are filled with 
it to a depth of many feet from the original surface. 
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Above the top of the Kuppinger quarry section, the hill 
rises more than twenty feet. Stromatopores oGcur at inter-
vals all the way up, but aboye the level of the quarry the 
coralla are all of the laminar type. Among the species with 
. horizontal,expansive habit of growth, .single coralla may be 
found nieasuringfrom two to fiveor six feet in diameter.· The 
hillside is partly sodded, and hence 'no complete section at, 
this point can be made. 
Above the mill dam, oli the same side of the stream as the: 
Kuppinger quarry, there are exposures of. beds 2, 3 and·· 4; 
of the preceding section; and on the south side of Calmus 
creek, not far from :its mouth, the same beds have been qua r-
ried to a considerable extent. 
_. , 
At ParKer's mill onWiUow creek, within the limits of, Mason 
. City, the picturesque vertical cliffs (Fig. 19) afford ~ natural· 
section, in which may be noted. 
. , 
FEET; 
6. Stromatopora reef, 'equivalent of No. 50f the Kup-
pingel' quarry ________ __ __ __ __ _ _ _ _ __ __ ____ ____ ____ _ 4 
5. White limestone, somewhat split up by weathering __ '14 
4. Evenly bedded· dol?Iriite, in ledges varying from 3 to 
30·inches in thickness _______ -'_~ ___________________ 12 
3.. Impure dolomite, breaking irregularly by exposure to 
weather,and containing many cavitiesliried with 
crystals of calcite
c
_ ____ __ ____ ________ ____ ______ __ __ 2t 
2. Crumbling,' calcareous, granular bed, light gray in 
color, wIth many nodular and branching stromato-
pores, some Favosites'and beautiful coralla of Pachy-
phyllumwoodmani _____ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ ___ _ 1 
1.' Argillaceouslimestone, dark drab in color, homogene-
ous, but breaks up on exposure to frost ____________ 2 
. At Lein Brothers lime quarry, in Mason City, the succes-
sion of beds already described occurs essentially unchanged. 
The exposure gives the following section. 
FEET. 
4. Stromatopora reef, rather definitely stratified, some 
laminar stromatopores, though m~st are spheroidal 
in shape. With the stromatopores occur Pachyphyl-
. lam. woodmam, an unknown Diphyphyllum and some 
species of Cladopora________________________________ 3 
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FEET. 
3. Unstratified part of the Strom'ltopora reef with spher-
oidalcoralla ___ ~ _________ ... _______ '-___________ ______ 5 
2. White limestone _:.. _________ '- __________________________ 15 
1. Dolomite, blue and gray _______ ,. ____________ .;.:.. ________ 4 
The quarries of the Belding' Stone Co. are located north 
of Mason City, in the Be. qr.of Nw. tof section 27, Lime 
Creek towns-hip. The beds here show some differences from 
those observed in the quarries and exposures abovedescribed, 
as will be seen by the following section. 
FEET. 
7. Soil and residual clay from a few inches to ____________ 2t 
6. White or grayish limestone, shattered into small' 
pieces; removed as part of the stripping ___________ ~ 3 
5. White limestone in thin layers ___ . __ ~ ________ ~_~ _ 3 
.. 4. White limestone in layers from 2t to 10 inches in thick-
ness; good building stone ______ ... ____ ~ _______ .,_-______ 4 
3. Evenly bedded dolomite, suitable for heavy walls or for 
cutting into caps' and sills; in thre~ ledges 21, 10 and 
11 inches respectively iIi thickness -__________ .,- ______ 3t 
2. "Blue cap," abed that quarrie~ out in shapeless, 
worthless blocks, in two ledges; an impure dolomite _ . 3 
1. Brown, bluish and gray dolomite in eight ledges, vary-
ing from 4to 13 inches in thickness _____ -: __________ 5t 
- . 
The white . limestone at the quarry described above lies in 
thinner layers than the corresponding beds at Mason City. 
. '-
What the quarrymen here call "blue cap," No. 2 of the sec:-
- tion, seems to be a local deposit, or at least a local variation 
in certain layers,inthe middle of the dolomitized beds. _ There 
is some difficulty in correlating unfossiliferous beds in this 
region, and the difficulty arises from two causes.' First, any 
given bed may thin olit within very short distances, as is well 
illustrated in figure 20,.and ledges that are s~paratedfrom 
each other .by several feet ()f strata at one exposure, may be 
in contact at exposures not far removed. Second, the process 
of dolomitization has affected the beds differently in different -
localities, so that ledges of fine-grained, white limestone in 
one place may be represented by coarse, granular dolomite in 
another. 
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At the quarries of the Mason City Stone CO., in the N e. 
qr. of the N w. 1 of section 34, Li~e Creek township, the 
dolomitized beds have an aggregate thickness of nineteen feet. 
Above the dolomite are twelve feet of white limestone. A, 
pit sunk below the bottom of the quarry reveals an argilla-
ceouslimestone similar to No.1 of the Parkers' ~1ill section, 
andprob?>bly its equivalent. 
The Mason City Quarry Co. have two openings in the 
Nw. qr. of Ne. i of section 27 of the same township. The 
work here has not been,car'ried very far back from the natural 
exposure, and it is probably due to this fact that the layers 
are in general thinner than at the other quarries described. 
The beds quarried'-consist partly of dolomite and partly of the 
white, non~dolomitized ledges. Certain beds of the dolomite 
show the effect of w~athering much more than others. In 
ledges twelve to fifteen inches int~ickIiess the cementing 
material whereby the individual crystals are held together 
has, in some instanc~s; been removed, and the rock presents 
the very delusive "appearance of a friable, crumbling sand-
stbn~, a fact which may in part account for the popular appli-
cation of the term s.andstone to all the dolomitized beds. 
'At Portland,about four miles southeast of ~ason City, the 
eas~_e~~?f t.he vvagon bridge over Lime cre.elr. re~ts01:lle~g~s cif 
limestone forming a vertical cliff. A short distance below 
. the bridge the following section, with the exception of No.6, 
was noted. 
FEET. 
6. Dolomitized bed with casts of thin laminar expan-
sions of stromatoporoids, exposed between bridge 
andrnill ___________ . ____________________________ ~ ___ 5 
5. Coarse, granular dolomite in thin layers ______________ 3 
4. White limestone with some stromatopores, the defi-
nitely bedded portion of the Stromatopora reef _____ 2 
3. Stromatopora reef, with spheroidal coralla, but more 
perfectly stra tifi ed than at most exposures _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4 
2. Wbite limestone, evenly bedded______________________ 3 
1. Dolomitized limestone in heavy layers: ________ . ______ 13 
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No.1 in the above se<:<tion is the equivalent of the dolomite 
quarried so generally 'neal' 1Vlason City. No~ 2 represents the 
fourteen or fifteen feet of white limestone of the Mason City 
exposures. Nos. 3 and 4 will be recognized as the Stromato-
pora beds of other localities; while Nos. 5 and 6 are modified 
representatives of non.:.dolomitized beds overlying the Stro-
matopora reef and containing laminated stromatopo!,oids in 
the hill above K .... lppinger's quarry. Above the .bridge the 
vertical cliff shows the rapid feathering out of certain beds. 
Strangely enough it is here the most persistent of all the 
FIG. 20. ExpOSU1~e otCedar VaHey l1mest'lne near Poitland. showing how beds may some-
times "fea.ther out" abruptly. The thinnIng out 01 the stra.taa.fi'acted is most pro-
nounced near the middle of the view. 
beds (Nos. 3 and.A of the section) with spherical strom~­
toporoids, that disappear. . N~. 5 is bent down abruptly (Fig. 
2D) to rest on thewhite limestone, and No.6, five feet in thick-
ness, appears above it. ' 
Exposures of limestone beds, equivalent to those above 
described, occur at intervals along Lime creek below Port-
land, for a number of miles. Less than half a mile below the 
Portland bridge, bed.N o. 6 of the Portland section appears in 
its normal relations, and contains the characteristic laminar 
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forms of Stromatoporas. Lithologically, however, its char-
acte~s are wholly different. It is here an unaltered, white 
liniestone without signs of dolomitization. A mile and a half 
farther down the stream, in the See qr. of Ne. t of section 29, 
Portland township, an exposure between the creek and the 
roadway gives-
FEET. 
5. Laminated Stromatopora bed, not dolomitized ______ " __ 5 
4. Dolomitized bed, equivalent of No.5, of Portland sec-
·tion _____________________ ------------- 7 --------- _____ 3 
3. White limestone with some nodular stromatoporoids ___ 1 
2. Stromatopora reef, the unstratified bed of spherical 
stromatoporids in upper part of Kuppinger~s quarry _ 4 
1. White, evenly-bedded limestone, exposed to level of 
water _ "-' __ ' ______ " ________ , ____________ ~_, ___ _ _ __ __ ,4 
For the next two miles and a half in going down stream 
there are no exposures of any consequence. No beds higher 
thanN 0.5 of the last section, were seen until the cliff of Lime 
creek shales was encountered in the northwest quarter of 
section 35.. The shales here come down to the level of the 
water and the .underlying limestone was not seen. There 
cannot, howeyer, be any great thickness of limestone inter-
. veningbetween the top of No.5 of the section last described 
and the ,base of the shales. 
While the bed of laminated stromatoporoids between Port-
land and the exposures of Lime Creek shales in section 35 of 
Portland township nowhere exceeds six or eight feet in thick-
ness, the equivalent bed above the Kuppinger quarry has a 
thickness of about twenty feet. Again, while the shales in 
Portland township seem to rest on the bed of laminated Stro-
matoporas, it is still true that this laminated bed is not the 
~ghest member of the Cedar Valley limestone. At Nora 
Springs, a shor~ distance east of the east line of, Cerro 
Gordo county, there are some exposures of very great 
interest. In the first 'place the reef . of spheroidal stro-
matoporas is unusually well developed. It rests as usual 
on white, non-dolomitized limestone. The lower division, 
crowded with the characteristic spheroidal coralla, is eight 
lS G. Rep. 
. " 
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feet in thickness; the upper portion; showing more definite .. 
bedding, . is nearly as thick In the. bluff, south. of the 
. town," on right bank of the Shell : Rock 'riv~r; there·.are, 
above" the Teefbed, layerscorr~sponding to. N os. 5 'alld6 of 
the Portland section, and these arefollbwed inasceriding order 
. by ten .feet· of soft, yellowjsh, shalybeds; sixf,eet of light, 
reddish~broWn argillaceo~ls lill!estone, regu~arly .bedded,and 
quarriedfo:r; bliilding purposes; • five feetofjmpure, ,earthy. 
dolomite containing cas.ts of. Spirifer and Orthjs;'andth~n in 
. the' debris on the hillside' farther up there are many loose 
fragments of Aotino8"trO'f(La ewpan.su;n, Hall and . Whitfield sp.; 
. which marks a hori~on·p.otprevid:i1slY not~d in this report. 
The entire secti()n. at Nora Springs would; therefore, be-
. " . . 
FEET. . 
.. ' 7. Horizon of ActiDosiroma expansum, notexi>os-ed, but .' 
. f~agmeiltsofActiD,ostroma are found in .d.~bri~oll 
hillside' __ ..;'- ____ .. ~.~_~ ;'."-_ ,_;.~ ________ ::.. __ .;.~_.L_.:_._ 
'. . . - . ~ 
6. Earthy dolomite, WithcastsQf!;Jpirifer,Orthis,etc __ ' $ 
'5;· 'Reddish brown,· regularly bedded, ~rgi1laceQUs lbhe-
.. stone ~ __ :,. ~~ • .;:.._:.._ ;. ... __ ~:. ~ __ ~ ____ -' _ ~ ___ .:.._.::;.: •.• ,. .. _-'_ ~_ "6 .•. " . 
, . 4. Soft, y~lloWish, sIlIi.ly heds __ .::~_~.;_._.,:.._.;~_.,~;.. ___ ... .;~.: 10 
~; Bedscor~e~pondiiigto Nos. 5 ~nd6 of the Portland 
. section~ ___ ' .-:_~~. ____ . __ ._~_. __ ~~ ___ ~:_. ____ ~.~"-"'-'~_:_-~,5. 
2. ·StroIIlatoporoidreef.c ___ ~ __ ..,~.·_;,._-" __ ,;,,,,,,;_;,,_-,_ .• __ .. ____ 14. . 
1. White orllght gray limestone,regula~ly"bedd.ed, : 
.. partly>brecciated.~_~ ___ ~ • .,._ .. __ ~ ___ ~_ ~ __ ..:_:.; __ ~ _____ :16 
West ofRockfordfuFloydcounty there are exposuresalqng. : 
Lime .cr~e-k,.~hich sl10wthe earthy. dolomite seen Ileal' Nora 
Springs, withca&tsof brachiopods and other organic type·s. 
It is here 'onlyafew f~~t above the level of the water~ '. Above ' 
. '. . ' .. ~ . . '" 
this liesin place the Actinostroma bed, four feet ifithickness. . 
Some of ·the massive coralla. occupy nearly the whole .thick-
'ness of the bed; and have horizontal dimensions of eight. or 
ten feet. The Actinostroma bed is overlain by a t,hin bed o~ 
unfossili£erouswhiteiimestone. . This is followed 'by ten feet 
of yellow laminated shale; and the shale is in turn overlain. 
bya single layer, siX feet in thickness, mad~ up· of thin, sinu-
ous laminreof Stromatopora, united at intervals to forma" 
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mesh-like plexus when seen in vertical section. The plexus 
of stromatoporoids is embedded in a yellow matrix. About' 
a mile west of the section described above, the well-known' 
, Rockford exposures or the Lime Creek shales occupy a posi-
tion c,onsistent with the view that they rest on the bed last 
described. , At all events nothing higher than this bed is at 
present known beneath the Lime Creek shales, and it may, 
therefore, provisionally'be regarded as the uppermost mem-' 
ber of the Cedar Valley stage. 
Cedar Valley limestones are exposed along the Shell Rock' 
river, at short intervals, from near Plymouth until the stream 
passes into, Floyd county. In the northwest quarter of se'c-' 
tion 17, Falls township, beds of hard, crystalline, dark gray 
dolomite are exposed in bank of river with an aggregate 
thickness of about eight feet. The layers are intersected by 
many seams, and there are numerous pockets filled with cal-
cite~ Thestrata dip up stream, and beds not seen at the first 
expbsureappear a few yards below. A light gray dolomite, 
more nearly resembling the dolomitized beds at 'Mason City, ' 
underliesth~darker phase. The darker beds are in thin lay- . 
,ers, and some near the top of the exposure contain obscure 
traces of a fossil resembling Strombodes. The beds at this 
locality are the .equivalent of bed No. 5 of the Portland sec-' 
tion. This member is, however, much thicker here than at' 
Portland and has some beds heavy and compact enough for 
use as building stone. 
• Along, the Shell Rock the beds, are very much folded. A' 
very sharp arch is seen north of the center of section 17, and' 
at another fold, one-half mile south, the flank of the arch dips' 
at an angle of .220. The crown of one of these small arches' 
in section 17 reveals the beds ·below the dolomite noted above. 
At level of stream there is a white, regularly bedded lime-
stone which, a few feet higher, is overlain by'the Stromato-, 
para reef ,of the Kuppinger quarry. The white limestone 
which is fourteen feet thick at Mason City is, near the west 
line of section 16, reduced to two feet, and is underlain, as, 
shown in one of the folds, by the Mason City dolomite. 
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One half mile above Shell Rock falls there is a small quarry 
in which the strata atthe lower- end of the quarry dip south-
east at an angle of 15°. The exposure shows. 
FEET. 
2. White limestone on limb of fold _____ -' _________________ 6 
1. Dolomitized beds _________ ,, ____ ,, ____________________ .: __ 8 
The lower beds of the white limestone have been crushed 
and partly brecciated, probably-inconnection with the process 
of folding. The" breccia includes fragments of the underlying 
dolomite. 
Below the wag()n bridge at Shell Rock falls there is a good 
exposure which gives the following section. 
-FEET. 
4. White limestone containing a few corals, from 1 to___ 3 
3. Doloinite of good quality, in regular beds _ -' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 16 
2. Irregular bed of impure dolomite, breaking into nodu-
lar masses by weathering___________________________ 3 
1. Argillaceous dolomite ________ -'_ ____ ____ ____ _ _____ ____ 3 
No.1, in the section just described seems to be equivalent 
to No.1 at Parker's mill, while No.2 at Shell Rockfalls 
,seems to represent No.3 of the Parker's mill section. 
At Vermilya's bluff (Fig. 14), inN e. qr. of section 35, there 
is an exposure forty fe.et in"height made up wholly of dolomitic 
beds. The lower twenty feet show no definite bedding planes, -
and the rock breaks up into angular pieces by weathering. 
Near the base of the exposure theweatherd surface looks as 
if the" mass were brecciated. The Shell Rock river runs 
close to the foot of the cliff; the lower beds decay faster than 
the upper, and so the cliff is undermined to sonie extent where 
- ~ 
the stream acts with greates.t force. The dolomite in the 
upper part of the exposure shows -more definite bedding. 
From a half mile to a mile north of Vermilya's bl~lff there 
are some picturesque exposures of Cedar Valley limestone, 
one of which is illustrated in figure 13, but they present no ~ 
phases not already described. 
Exposures of limestone belonging to the Cedar Valley stage 
occur along Lime creek and its tributaries above Mason City, 
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in Lime Creek and Lincoln townships. These show a very 
interesting progressive modification of certain beds toward 
the northwest. At the bridge over Blake creek, near the 
northeast corner of section 28, Lime Creek township, the 
exposures present the phases observed near Mason City and 
Portland .. A section here gives: 
FEET. 
5. Dolomitized phase corresponding to No.5, of the Port-
land section ____ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ ___ _ __ __ __ ___ _ ___ _ __ _ ___ 4 
4. Wl;1ite limestone, with some stromatoporoids _________ 6 
3. Reef with spherical stromatoporoids__________________ 4 
2. Regularly bedded white limestone ____________________ 10 
1. Dolomite, exposed to bed <.Ii \-'reek _____________ ------- 1 
Above the bridge the cliff shows a tendency to cavernous 
undermining, owing to the greater destructibility of the white 
limestone. The reef of Stromatopora forms the roof of the 
caverns~ All the beds are affected by one of the small folds 
so cOmmon in the limestones of this stage throughout Cerro 
Gordo and adjacent counties. 
About two miles west of the Blake creek bridge, near a 
small schoolhouse in section 19, the .Stromatopora reef occurs 
at fhelevelof the water in Lime creek, and is followed by 
the usual beds of white, sparingly fossiliferous limestone. 
Two and a half miles farther up the creek, in section 14 of 
Lincoln township, some interesting exposuresw'ere observed. 
There are many strong local dips and short folds. The Stro-
matopora reef is frequently exposed, ,and the white overlying 
limestone . is here quite fossiliferous. Among the genera 
noted were Acervularia, Pachyphyllum, a peculiarDiphyphyl-
lum, Syringopora, Cladopora, Atrypa and Straparollus. 
At Lincoln mills, in section 15, the reef bed is exposed at 
the level of the water, and the overlying strata contain the 
saine fauna as the corresponding ledges in section 14. Below 
the mill there. are two small folds or anticlines with crests 
twenty rods apart, and the fossiliferous white limestone is, in 
places, quite distinctly brecciated. A thin bed of dolomite 
.. 
above the Stromatopora reef is a feature more or less con-
stant at all exposures. It apparently corresponds to bed No.5 
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atPortlanSi. At the east end of the bridge, three-fourths 
-of a mile above the mill, there is an exposure showing a reef 
,rich in true corals. The beds are made up chie:fly of masses 
of Acervularia, Diphyphyllum and Cladopora; yet in many 
instances the .Diphyphyllum has grown around a mass of Stro-
matopora, and spheroidal stromatoporas make up no incon-
siderable portion of the entire deposit. Colonies of this pecul-
iar Diphyphyllum, showing evidences of luxuriant growth 
under what must haye been very favorable conditions, become 
. more numerous as the beds are traced up Lime creek, toward.s 
the north west. Small, dwarfed colonies, with stems rarely 
·more than an inch in length, are found rather sparingly in 
the reef bed and in overlying layers' at Nora Springs, Port-
land and Mason City. Larger and more vigorous colonies, 
associated with a greater nUll ber of true corals, are furnished 
by the exposures in the western part of Lime creek, and east-
ern part of Lincoln township. At the bridge above noted' 
corals are numerous, and the Diphyphyllum o,ccurs in aggre-
. gations of long, slender, :flexuous stems, with individualcoralla 
measuring more than a f?otin diameter. The conditions that. 
gave DiphyphyUum unusual advantages at this locality seem 
to have favored other corals alsoiandCladopora, as well as 
representatives of other genera, :flourished more luxuriantly 
than further to the southeast. 
On the farm of J~. S. Wheeler, along the west side of section 
,10, and also near the southeast corner of section 4,' Lincoln 
township, there are a ~umber of interesting exposures which 
show some phases not b~fore 0"t!served. At the Wheeler spring 
in the Sw. qr. of Nw. i of section 10; the limestone beds are 
morecompletely'brecciated, they contain less Stromatopora 
and proportionally more of true corals than the beds at the 
bridge in section 15. A little farther up the creek, at a smail. 
quarry in section 4, Cladopora is unusually abundant, Diphy-
phyllum is very common, and slender stems of Idiostroma have 
taken the. place of the massive stromatoporoids. Half a mile 
above the quarry, the lower part of the beds containing 
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Dipbyphyllum and other corals has been changed to a coarse 
granular dolomite, and some of the non-dolomitized layers 
had been superficially divided into irregular polygonal areas 
by mud cracks, as if by exposure to atmospheric drying at 
the time of their 'formation. All the phenomena seem to 
imply that the conditions of deposition even in beds that are 
practically-continuous, varied considerably within very short 
limits. 
Along the abandoned channel of Lime creek (Fig. 11), in 
sections 34 and 35 of LimeCl~eek township and section 2 of 
Mason township, the beds as usual exhibit ~ series of sharp 
-folds; and in the troughs or synclines layers aggregating thirty 
or forty feet ar~ exposed- above the horizon of the Stromato-
pora reef. In these beds str~matoporoids with laminar expan-
sive habit of growth are very common, and along certain 
zones Pachyphyllum woodmani and Acervularia inequalis occur 
ahundantly. Among the stromatoporoids with horizontal lam-
-im1r mode of growth ~re some coralla of Actinostroma expan-
Sum. These coralla are, however, very much smaller than 
the gigantic coralla of the same species along Lime creek 
near Rockford, and would seem to indicate growth under 
less favorable conditions. The argillaceous, dolomitic- beds, 
with~casts-of brachiopods and otheriossils, found below the 
Actinostroma horizon at Nora Springs and Rockford, seem to 
b~absent in the exposures near Mason City. The evidence of 
local distribution of certain beds, of rapid thinning out of 
others (Fig. 20), of faunas more or less localized on account 
of rap idly varying biotic conditions in the seas in which the 
beds were deposited, are everywhere apparent, and constitute 
one of the striking peculiarities of this most interesting 
region. Only a v~ry generalized section of Cedar Va~ley 
limestones of Cerro Gordo and adjacent counties can be given, 
for the same bed varies in thickness and in lithological char-
. -
acters within short distances, and there is scarcely a single, 
bed that -can, be said to be constant over any considerable 
area. The greatest variations occur in the beds above ~ the 
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Stromatopora reef (bed No. 5 of the Kuppinger quarry section 
near Mason City). 
GlltNERALIZED SECTION' OF CEDAR VALLEY LIMESTONES iN CERRO GORDO AND 
ADJACENT COUNTIES. 
FEET. 
7. Horizon 'of Actinostroma e:xpansum and thevaria1?le 
beds above it at Rockford, Nora Springs" and in the 
hillside north of the abandoned channel of Lime 
creek near Mason City ._~ ____ '"_':"_~. ___ :...:. ___ '" ______ . 22 
6. Argillaceous andargill~dolomiticbedswithcasts of 
fossils,in uppermost layers; best developed at sec-
tion . south". of Nora Springs;. apparently absent at 
Mason City __ ~_~~_';' ___ ~ ___________ -'~ _____ '" ______ "'~' 21 . 
. 5. •. Beds with . laminar stromatoporoids andeoralla of 
Acervularia,·Pachyphyllum and a peculiar Diphy-
. phyllurh; Diphyphyllum bestdevelbped in Lincoln 
township,in: which region the bed contains Atrypa· 
reticularis.; more or less of the . heds ··dolomitized at 
different expo'sures "'_~_'" _____ ;. __ ~..:_~_~~ .. __ c':i", ____ 15 
4. Reef of noduiarorspheroidal stromatoporas,equiva.-
lent' to bedsftve a.nd~iXof tlie Kuppipger quarry 
section. . This. bed attains its. greatest thickness 
east of Cerro Gm'docounty,asatCharles City and 
Nora Spdngs _ '. __ .,._'- ___ '-. _______ '-_,. :_.,. _________ .. _ . 15 
3. White or lig htgray; fine-grained limestone, regular ly . 
bedded, unf08silif~rou~,: in ledges ranging to more 
'than two feet in thickness _____ ... _____ :.~ _________ ".:._. 14 
2.polomite more~rlesspure and crystalline; g~nera.lly 
i~ compac~,regular peds, but very v~riable in 
respect to aggregate thickness as well as thickness 
and" composition of individuaL layers ____ .:_"' __ ,.; ____ .. 20·· 
1. Earthydolomite,including near the top, at Parker's 
.:mill, a tliinca.1careouB bed, With peculiar stroma-
toporoidsand Pachyphyllu';" woodmani;. otherwise 
unfossiliferous;' greatest thickhesseXposed at Ver- . 
milya's bluffCF'ig.l±} ___ '- ___ -' ___ -' ___ ,, __________ .. .:._ . 20 
The entire section of CedarVa;lley limestone in the region.' 
uncJer.diseussion lies above the h()rizon of SpVl'ije1; parryanu8 
It 0" - _. 
and the reef Qf Acervula'ria davidsoni, as seen near Waterloo, 
Littleton and Iowa City. Beds 1,2 and 3 of the.above gen- ,.. 
. eral sect:ion. are represented in Johnson county, if at a.ll, 
by more or less fossiliferous beds not exceeding fifteen feet 
in t):l.ickness. 
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LIME CREEK SHALES. 
At what is popularly known as the Hackberry Grove clay 
hank, in the northwest quarter' of section 35 of Portland 
township,the Cedar Valley limestones are overlain by the 
shales and shaly limestones of the Lime Creek stage. On the 
right bank of-Lime creek; in this locality, there is an escarp-
ment,more than seventy feet in height, composed of the Lime 
Creek formation throughout practically its entire thickness 
(Fig. 21)r In the bed of the creek there are some ledges of 
FIg. 21. Exposmes of Lime Oreekshal~sat Hackberry Grove. The fossil-bearing member, 
consisting of calcareous sha.les a.nd sha.ly limestones. is seen near the top of cliff. As 
a. result of weathering this .member produ~es a. large number of calcareous nodules which 
" are. strewn over the talus slope and"concaal, to a large extent, the edges of the blue and 
yellow, arglllaceous, non-fossiliferous beds. 
limestone of the Cedar Valley stage,but the shales come down 
,almost or quite to the level of the water, and the talus of 
shaly material obscures the line of contact between the two 
formations. The section so far as it can be made out from 
the weathered surface which, at almost every point, has more 
or less of overwash from higher beds, is as follows. 
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..... .,.' . . . FEET. 
4, Brown, yellowish brown, and gray limestone in sev-
eral layers, containing many of the fossil species 
found in the underlyiIlgshaly limestone; upper bed 
crowded with a very slenderstemm~d Idiostromi __ ~ 4 
3. Yellowish, very calcareous shales, with bands of shaly 
limestone; weathering partly into clay and partly 
into small chips ornoduHls; very rich in beautifully 
preserved fossils, particularly brachiopods and corals, 
a number of interesting species of stromatoPoroids 
being included with t~ecorals C'--:...---:~-,-~ ... '--------- 20 
2. Yellow argillaceous shales, weathering as doeS the 
blue ciay below,aridfree fronifossils _____ :...:. ______ ;._ 10 
1. Bluish,argillaceous shales, weathering into a smooth, . 
plasticclay,tmfossiliferous ____ -' _______ ., __ ., ____ , __ 40 
. . 
'Along Owen creek, ih section 31 of . Portland township, 
there 'are a number of exposures of the same shales seen at 
Hackberry Gt()ve. There are also exposur~sinthe roadway 
northaIid. south of the point at' which this creek crosses the . 
· east lineol section3LSout h of the creek, near the east side 
of thesection,thereisa Iiaturalexpos~rein the rather steep 
hiilside;which·shoW:stheblue unfossilif~rous shalesn~arthe 
base, and . the· calcareous fossiliferou.s beasabove'~The form ~ 
. ation. seems to be,' onthe'whole;somewb.at .thiJinerhere than 
at Hackberry 'Grove, bllt·th.e:suc~~ssionQfbe4sisthe same and 
the fauna of the . fossiliferous stratum is identicatAroad ·cut., 
""" " , ," - "- ". ., ," '"." " 
tirig on the section line, .a few rodS southeast of the exposure, 
reveal~ the, calcare6us,fossil-bearing beds. A t the exposure on 
the hillside there,is evidence ofa strong dtpto the west; in 
the road cutting the dip seems to be tothe south. The shales 
· here dip in fact~ot]je southwest, the southern component 
being a little 'more t~anfifty!eet to the mile, and thewestel'n 
component equally as great. .'. Following up t~e creek there 
are outcrops of . the shal~s a,t intervals; and owing to the fact 
· that the valley slopes to the northeast while the shales dip in 
the opposite direction, only about half the thickness of the 
shaly fossil-bearing member of the section rises above the 
level of the 'creek bed at the firstoutcropwest6f the half-
section line. Farther up, the Idiostroma-bearing liIilestone-· 
, 
i 
" 
t 
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, ~o. 40f the Hackberry section-appears nearer and nearer 
the' bottoilf of the valley; until finally at a small quarry near 
the west line of the section, this limestone occurs in the very 
bed of the creek and forms the floor over which the water 
flows. A quarry opened in the low bluff at this point works 
'bedshhat lie ,above the uppermost member of the Hackberry 
"Grovesectibn.The layers exposed by the quarry are yellow-
ish ill. color, and are made up of magnesian shales and soft 
argiUaceousdolomites. Only a few of the layers furnish 
bUIlding stone. ,Fossils occur, but they. are all in the form of 
mere casts or impressions. So far ' as' they can be identified 
,thefossils are the same as ,species found in the calcareous 
sha,ly layers belQw the, Idiostroma,-bearing' limestone, and 
thereforeth~ beds exposed in the quarry must be regarded as 
the upward continuation of the ~Lime Creek formation. The 
thickness of the magnesian shales and argillaceous dolomites 
at the quarry is about thir~y feet. In the talus-like debris on 
" the hill slope above the quarry there are fragments of lime.;. 
'st()ne' along with specimens.of a species of Acervularia not 
before, observed. . There are probably twenty feet of strata 
indicated abo~e the ievel of the quarry, and this too may, for 
, the,present, ,be regarded as"a continuation of the same forma-
, tiOn." ,Si~ce no Devonian beds, known to be higher in the, 
geologic column than the Acervularia-bearing limestone above 
the Owen creek q:uarry, were seen at any point, the strata 
belonging to the Lime creek stage may be arranged as follows~ 
GENERAL SECTJON OF LIME CREEK' SHALES. 
FEET. 
6. Calcareous beds, light gray in color, containing Ii 
h,ithertounnoted specie~ of Acervularia ____________ 20 
5. Magnesian shales and argillaceous dolomites, with 
impressions arid casts of fossils among which are 
, very large, individuals of Naticopsis gigantea. _______ 30 
4. ,Limestone with slender Idiostroma (No.4, of Hack-
berry section) _________ _ ____ ,______________________ 4 
3. Fossiliferl;)Us calcareous shales (No 3, au Hackberry) __ 20 
2. Yellow, non-fossiliferous shales _______________________ 10 
1. Blue, non-fossiliferous shales __________________________ 40 
'.-:- ,., 
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Nos. 1,2 and 3 will heteafterbe·referred to as the Hack-
berry beds of the Lime creekfo:rmation; Nos. 4,5 and 6 will 
. be called the Owen beds. 
The blue s4ales, N()~ 1 Qfthe Hackberry beds, are exposed 
.. at- a fe.w points in the county. The best exp08ureis the typi~. 
cal one at Hackbert'y Grove. They. olltcropat .• two of the 
exposures on opposite .sides ·of Owe~ creek, in· the east half 
of section 31 of Portland township. . They are . ~gain seen at 
the ·foot of a low blu:fi,on the south,side of Willow· creek, 
in the southwest quarter of sectioii5 of lY.iasontownsliip . 
.. They are exposed artificially in the chiy pit of the Mason 
City. Brick & Tile Co~·at MasonCity~· The yellow shal~s, 
No.2, have about the same exposures.·· Theshaly, calcar~ous 
fossilifer()us· division; 'No.3, is. '·s~en. at Hackberry Grove; 
where the largest and~ostiniportant exposure dCGurs.'There. 
arechalf a dozeri or Iilore typi~~l outcrops along Owen creek 
in the southwest corner o{ Portland township,. and the typical 
phase of thesa.niebed, rich in beautifllllypreservedfossils, is 
seen· on ahlllsidein the 8e. qr.,Ne.l of section 24inOw'e~ 
township. Roadways; 'either by natural erosion or" artificial 
excavation, have been cut into thisstratllm along: both th; 
east and west lines of secti()n 32·otPortlandtbwnship, 'a,nd 
on the county line, aloIlg the east side of section 24 in Owen~ 
The same phase is IOuil.d near t;ti.e southeast corner' of the 
county. . . ... ... ... . ..' 
At least 'two phases pf the fossil-bearing stratum of the 
- - -- - ". . . 
- Hackberry beds must be distinguished. . Thetypica.1'phase· is 
a ,calcareous shale interstra.tinedwith sha,ly limestone and 
: .. .... .. . .. 
very 'rich in fossils. The brachiopods and corals are preserved 
in remarkable'beauty and perfection. RepresentatiV:es of the 
Molluscallsually occur in the form of casts~ 'This pha&e is 
seen a~Hackberry ~rove,alongOwen creek at Owen's. Grove" 
and at all outcrops south of the two, points mentioned. As 
this bed is. traced northwest from Hackberry a,nd Owen's 
. Grove~ it assu~es a new phase, becoming more magnesian and 
preserving fossils only in the form of jmpressions or imperfect 
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casts; . This magnesian phase is seen abov.e the blue shales, 
along Willow creek in the western part of section 5 of Mason 
township. It is exposed in the railway cut west of the Chi-
cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul depot, in Mason City, within 
a few rods of the point where the yellow and blue unfossilif-
erou8 shales are worked by the Mason City Brick & Tile 
. Qo. It crops out at· a dozen points >or more in the road 
between Mason City a~d ClearLake,becomi:ng, however, less 
shalya:nd more dolomitic toward the west. The last expos~ 
ure noted in this direction occurs near the east line of section 
17in.Lake township, about two miles east of Clear Lake. 
The beds· here are a moderately firm and rather crystalline 
dolomite and have,been quarried on a small scale for bUilding . 
stpne. . All the fossils, as is quite usual in dolomites, are 
casts;'but owing to the g:reater < firmness of the rock they are 
much better preserved than in the more shaly portions near 
Ma~onCitv..· ' . 
. .. .. . " . ., 
The outcrops of the Owen beds occur chiefly iIi the south-
. . . .~ 
. eastern part of the county. . Only a few of the more charac-
teristic exposures need be mentioned. That which may serve 
as the type, the quarry on Owen creek near the .w,est line of 
section 31, Portland township, has already bee~ mentioned. 
'There is another excellent exposure of the same beds, also 
quarried for building stone, about a mile and a half southeast 
of the Owe;n creek quarry.< , At this ,point (N We qr. of Sw. ~ 
. of. section 5, Owen township) the rock is harder, and it lies in 
thiGkerlayers than at the typical exposure. The level here 
is nearly.the same as that at which the fossiliferous member 
of the .. Hackberry beds occurs a little more than a mile directly 
north,at which 'point, as already noted, the road cuts throu'gh 
. t~s bed, e~p6sing nearly its entire thickness and revealing a 
southerly dip of more than fifty feet to the mile. 'T)ris WP 
ca,rries the Hackberry shale below the bottom of the small 
valley in the side of which the outcrop in section 5 of Owen 
township occurs. At ~his last named locality the quarry stone 
is overlain by a light eo~ored limestone containing the species 
I' . 
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of Acervularia characteristic of this horizon. This limestone 
is exposed in the road for some distance south of the quarry. 
Owen beds, exhibiting the yellow magnesian phase overlain ' 
by limestone,are exposed on and near the county linejn the 
southeast quarter of section 25 in Owen township. North of 
Rockwell they are seen along the west line of section 35 of 
Bath township; and" in, the neighborhoodofRockwel~ in 
Geneseo township, there are ol.1t~rops of considerableinterest~ , 
They afford here a quarry stoneo! fair quality, and beds have, 
been worked ata number of points. The typical fossils are 
large casts of NaticDp8is, gigantea H. andW., in the magnesian 
beds, and Acervularia (species undetermined) in the overlying 
lighter lImestone. "Inthe upper part 6f the quarries, above' 
the dolomitized beds, there 'are many.colonies of a thin lami- , 
nar. stromatoporoid. There is a sm~hquarl'Y in section ' 26, 
of Geneseo township and near the southeast corner of section 
36, on land of Mr. Bokemeier, there are two or three exposures 
that have been quarried to som~ extent; Theseexposures 
offer nothjng especially new. The-beds con~ist of soft,yel-
low; ,magnesian shaleswithinterstratifiedbeds of earthy dolo-
mite and are overlain by, limestone; In the magnesian' beds 
casts of very large individuals of t1)e form described by Hall 
and Whitfield as lVaticop8isgiganteaoccur, as '. they do 'at all 
the other exposures of beds belonging to this horizon, and 
with them are casts of Bpi7'ifer~okitneyiand ~ome other char-
'acteristic brachiopods of the Lime creek stage. A portion of 
a large Cyrtoceras, flattened by pressure, was found in the 
loose material of the quarry, a~d specimens of the large, gas-
tropod with elongated spire, that has been erroneously 
described* as Loxonemagigantea, Occur occasionally. 
* Am. Na.t. vol. 22, p. 445, Phila, 1888 " The forms described as Loxone"ma{Jigantea, L. cras-
sU'ln a.nd L. owenensis, are not even distantly rela.'ted, generically, to Loxonema., ,In the 
structure and composition of the substance of the shell.the ' great thickness iJfthe shell, the 
characteristics of theapertul'e, an,d the surfacema;rkinI/:8, they belong wIth the peculiar!orm. 
, called Naticopsi8 (ligant6(l.bY Hall and Whitfield; and it, is quite possible that this group will 
have to be assembled u uder a new generic description.Tl!e proposal of a new name and defin-
Ition of the genns is, however, left. :i;or those who, have the req¢site expert knowledge and 
who find delight ,in such things.' . 
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FAUNA OF LIME CREEK SHALES. 
The fauna of the Lime creek shales is of such general geo-
logical interest as to deserve more than a passing notice even 
in a work devoted chiefly to the economic side of geology. The 
following list of species which might be greatly extended, 
gives the more common and conspicuous forms. It will afford 
some knowledge of the general aspect of this most interesting 
assemblage of Devonian types. 
Stromatoporella incrustans Hall and Whitfield. 
S. solidula H. & W. 
, Parll.llelopoTlI.planulata H.& W, 
Acerrularia inequalis H. & W. 
C~athopbyllum solidum H. & W. 
Pacbyphyllum woodmani White. 
P. solitariu111 H. & W. 
Campophyllum nanum H. & W. 
Ptychopbyllum eIIipticumH. & W . 
. Strombodesjohannis H. & W. 
S. multir8.diatumH. & W. 
Cystiphyllum mutidulum H .. &W: 
Aulopora saxivadum H. 9£ W. 
, A iowensis H. & W.' 
Alveolites rockfOrdensis H. & \V. 
Crania famelica. H. & W. 
Str:opheodonta arcuata. Hall. 
ia S. calvini Mille~. 
S. canace H. & W. 
S. variabilis Calvin. 
S, perpJana var. nervosa Hall var. 
Stiophone11a reversa HalL 
S. hybrida H.& W. 
Orth(l)tbetes cbemungensis Conrad. 
Productella balla.na Walcott. 
Orthis (Shizophorid) impressa Hall. 
Camlirotrecma contracta var. saxatilis Hall. 
Pl1gnax altus Calvin. 
Pugnax ambiguus Calvin. 
Gypidula comis Owen, 
Didasma calvini H. & W. 
Atrypa reticularis Linnreus. 
Atrypa a.spera var. hystrix Hall var., 
Spirifer wbitneyi HalL 
S. orestes H. & W. 
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S. fimbriatus Conrad. 
S.- macbridci Calvin. 
S.cyrtinaiormus R. &W._ 
S.hungerfordi Hall. 
Crytinahamiltoncnsis var. recta Hall. 
Parscydas sabini White. 
Paracyclas eIJiptica Hall ? 
Naticopsis gigantea H. &W. 
Orthoceras sp. 
Crytoceras sp. 
Goniatites sp. 
. . . 
. ' 
About the only fish remaIns observed were fragments of 
plates of Arthrodires. , The. G.oniatitesmentioned is repre-
sented. by a single imperfect· specimen collected by'Ifarold· M. 
McLaughlin, of Mason City .. It indicates a species as large 
as G. ixion Hall, butdiffe~ing.from t~at species in the char-
acter of the siphonallobe. .,.. " 
As shown in 1878* the Lime creek fauna is more ~losely 
. related to the fauna of the Independence shales than to any 
. other~' The following characteristic . species are common to 
the·two formations. 
Pachyphyllumsolitarium,H; &W~ 
. Stropheodonta arcuata Hall. 
S. calvini Miller. 
S. canaceR. &W. 
S. variabilis Calvin. 
, Strophonellareversa, Hall. 
Productellabal1ana Walcott; 
Ortbis (Scbizophoria) impressa Hall. , 
Pllgnaxaltus Calvin, 
P. arnbigutls Calvin. 
,Atrypa reticul8,risLinne. 
Atrypa rspera var.hystrixHall var.~ 
Cyrtina hamiltonensis var. recta Hall. , 
To this list may possibly be added GypiduZa. comis. This 
, species is found typically deve~oped i~ theW apsipinicon stage, 
but in general' outline and expression it here 'diffe:rs conspic:' 
uously from the forms referred to this species from the Lime 
creek formation. The species does not occur in the Cedar 
* Calviil,Bull. U S. Geol and Geo. Sur., vol. IV, pp. 725-730. Washington, 1878. 
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Valley limestones. In the Independence shales, however, 
there is a small species, Gypid1lla munda Calvin, that differs 
. from the Lime Creek form chiefly in its smaller size. The 
form referred to above as ,Pugnax altus is a small acumi-
nate variety of PU(Jnax pugnus Martin; and while this last 
named species occurs in the State Quarry beds of Johnson 
county, it is there strikingly different from the identical vari-
etalforms that occur in the two shaly formations under con-
sideration. 
·A few species, some of them, however, having so wide a 
range geologically and geographically as not to be very char-
acteristic, are common to the Cedar Valley limestones and 
the overlying shal~s. These embrace: 
Acervularia inequalis H. & W. 
Pacbypbyllum woodmani White. 
Productel1ahallana Walcott. 
Ortbis (Scbizophoria) impressa Hall. 
Atrypa reticularis Linne. . 
Spirifer·· wbitneyi Hall. 
Spiriter nmbriatus ConrStd. 
Cyrtina ha.miltonensis var. recta Hall. 
Acervula1'ici inequalis and Pachyphyllum woodmani are found 
in a zone immediately beneath ~he Lime Creek beds, and not 
very far outside the geographical area in which the shales 
are distributed. Ppocvuctella hallana and SpiJ'ijeJ' whitneyi 
have been collected, but in very small numbers, in the Cedar 
Valley limestones near Iowa City. The others range through 
several life zones, and are found distributed over large areas. 
Faunally, therefore, the relations of the Lime Creek shales are 
more intimate with the Independence shales than with any 
Dther formation in Iowa. During the'time represented by the 
shales and limestones which lie between the Independence 
and the Lime Creek shales the peculiar fauna of the lower 
shale horizon, adapted to life on a muddy sea bottom, per-
sisted in some congeuiallocalities at present unknown, suffer-
ing in the mean time only a very slight amount of modification, 
and again appeared, reinforced by a number of other species, 
14 G. Rep. 
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when the sea bottom offered conditions . favorable to its 
success.. _ 
The fauna of the Owen beds is much less prolific in species 
than tha,t of the Hackberry beds. The form called Naticopsis. 
g·iqantea H. & W. is apparently more common ,than in the 
underlying zone. With it, as already noted, are associated 
one or two related species with more elongated spires: . There 
are some casts and impressions of brachiopods and other· types, 
but no particular species· can be said to be common~, A. spe-
eies of Acervularia with thin non-corrugated walls. bounding 
-the individual corallites, and with thin septa, few in number 
and rather sparingly carinated, occurs in limestone above the 
magnesian beds. Probably the highest- zone of tlie Owen 
beds is exposed along Beaver 'creek, in the southeast quarter 
-of section 35, 'Geneseo township. Bete the.rock isa rather 
hard,' brittle limestone, resembling some phases of the Cedar 
Valley-stage, and the rather meager f3;lJna :embraqes some 
stromatoporoids, a Cladopora and a rather ~malL form, of 
...L4Ii·ypa 1'eticularis. 
CARBONIFEROUS SYSTEM. 
RINDERHOOKSTAGE. 
Strata of the Kinderhook stage of the Lower Carboniferous 
-series are exposed along BeaverDam creek in section 36 of 
Pleasant Valley toWnship. Where the county line road, Qn 
the south side of the section, crosses the creek, the Kinder-
hook beds are composed of soft, shaly, magnesian limestone; 
butin Franklin county, a short distance south of the road, 
beds that occupy a higher position are exposed in the sides. 
··of the valley, and these are firm enough to afford quarry stone 
.suitable for bl~idge piers, {oundations and other rough masonry. 
An Athyris 'resembling Athyris proutii' Swallow, a Productus 
related to P. pl1/nctatus, an d Orthot hetes sp. are the charactet-
:ist19 fossils. The Iierl~xpos~res east of the Kinderhook out-
.crbps are the Devdniall, beds. already noted on Bea. vel' creek. 
'The contact of the Oarboniferous with the Devonian was hot 
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observed, but the line of overlap lies between the two local-
ities last named. . 
PLEISTOCENE SYSTEM. 
There are few good sections of the Pleistocene deposits of 
Cerro Gordo county available for study, but this disadvanta;ge 
is partly compensated for by the manner in which the differ-
ent formations of this system are deployed and present 
themselves at the surface in different parts of the county. 
An area approximat~ly equal to three-fourths of the county, .. 
embracing almost all excepting the western tier of townships, 
is occupied; superncially, by Iowan drift, while the townships 
excepted are characterized by deposits of Wisconsin age. It 
is very probable~ that the Iowan drift was spread over the 
entire area and now underlies the Wisconsin in the western 
townships; and it is also probable that long before the Iowan 
glaciers invaded the state, drift of Kansan age formed the 
super£cial deposits of this entire region. Here, 'however, 
the Kansan drift is not well differentiated as a distinct sheet 
. , 
of till, . as it is in Johnson and adjacent counties. 'Of the sub-
Aftonian or 'pre-Kansan drift there is at present no reliable 
evidence; 
KANSAN DRIFT. 
", 
The Kansan drift, although not differentiated in actual sec-
. tions, is indicated in two ways. First, the preglacial valley 
of Lime creek is in places from one to three miles in width, 
and there is very conclusive evidence that it had been nearly 
filled with a considerable body of drift, and was later partly 
re-excavated, before the Iowan till was deposited. This evi-
dence is given in some detail in connection with the discussion 
of the genesis of the topography of the Lime creek valley. 
Second, at many~points in the valley of Lime creek, and along 
some of the tributai·y streams, there are extensive deposits of 
gra~el underlying drift of Iowan age. This gravel is com-
posed of drift pebbles mingled with more or less of sand, and 
it had its origin in an old drift sheet which preceded the" 
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Iowan age. The gravel beds may· reasonably be . correla~ed 
with the Buchanan gravels, and the drift sheet from which 
they were derived may in the same way be correlated -with 
:the :Kansan. At all events Cerro Gordo county was over-
spr~ad by a sheet of till older than the Iowan, and the fact 
that the Kansan stage was the time of maximum . glaciation 
for this continent,and. that, during this stage, the ice sheet 
. . . 
'was pFactically continuous over the whole glaciated area from 
the eastern part of Nebraska and the Dakotas to the Atlantic 
., ocean, would lend support to the view that a part at least, if . 
not all, of this earlier drift belongs to the Kansan age. This 
5I-oes not preclude the possibility of a pre-Kansan or sub-
Aftonian invasion of the region by glacial ice. Indeed the 
known distribution of the pre;.; Kansan drift· renders it 
extremely probable tb.-at Cerro· Gordo county has two sheets .. 
6ftill older than the Iowan .. 
BUCHAN AN GRAVELS. 
The stage of the Buchanan gravels* is represented .by 
extensive gravel deposits in the valleyo! Lime creek, and by 
similar deposits along Blake creek and other tributaries. 
The main bodies of these gravels were deposited in the partly 
filled preglacial valley of Lime creek. They underlie a large 
area on the north. side of the stream in Lime Creek and Lin-
coIn townships, occupying the level space (B. Fig. 18) south 
of the highlands (c) which mark the boundary of the pregla-
cial valley. Good exposures are seen at various points north 
of the road near Lincoln mill~, in section 15 of Lincoln town-
ship; and in section 10 of the same township there is a pit, 
worked for road material, that shows above the gravel a thin 
sheet of Iowan till with characteristic granite bowlders. Wells 
and other excavations reveal underlying gravelthroughou~ 
the whole plain south of the highlands already noted. Blake 
creekin Lime Creek township has cut its valley through the 
* The Buchanan Gravels, etc., by Sa.muel Galvin. Am. Geologist. vol. XVII. p. 76. Feb, 
18116. Journal of Geolo~y, Editoria.l, vol. IV, p 872. October-November, 1896. Fifth Annual 
ReJ)Ort of the State Geo~ogist (this volume), p.lS. 
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thin sheet o,f Iowan till and exposed the same gravels at vari-
ous points, good outcrops occurring north of the center of sec-. 
tion 16. The higher ground on either side of the shallow 
valley is, in places,. thickly strewn with Iowan bowlders. 
A rather sandy phase of the gravels is worked extensively 
for ballast by the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul railway, 
in the southwest quarter of section 2 of Mason township. 
There are exposures in the northern part of Mason City on 
the west side of Lime creek, and from one of these, located 
near the greenhouse, workmen some time ago obtained the 
horn of a reindeer. The gravel in the northern part of the 
city is rather coarse, but just east of the city the material is 
much finer, and~the beds have been worked for building sand, 
Thesand, however, contains more or less of gravel; and near 
the base 'of the deposit there are many large slabs and frag-:. 
ments of limestone. Gravel beds of varying degrees of fine-
ness are distributed along the valley of Lime creek through-:-
out its whole extent in Cerro Gordo county. The old pre-
'Kansan valley, only partially filled with drift, seems to have 
"Garried torrents of water from the melting Kansan ice. The 
torrents were loaded with gravel and sand, and doubtless 
with finer material, and the coarser fragments were deposited 
t.o form the gravel beds above described. After the Kansan 
)Ge had retreated beyond the limits of the drainage area tribu~, 
tary to this valley, when the stream had shrunk to the dimen-
&ions required to carry off the normal precipitation, and when, 
the current was no longer loaded, erosion attacked the gravel 
beds and re-excavated a portion of the valley down to the 
l~velof the plain represented in profile at A, Figure 18. 
The beds of gravel and sand are the only deposits seen in 
the county that can as yet be referred to the Buchanan inter-, 
glacial stage, but the abandoned channel of Lime creek (Fig. 
11) represents a piece of rock erosion accomplished during 
this interval. This channel is not wide when compared with 
the preglacial valley of the same stream, but, from the sum-
mit& of the adjacent hills to the rocky floor that supports a 
. , ; '. 
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heavy bed of peatyhu~usand Iowan drift~ its depth exceeds. 
fifty feet~ As pointed 'out iildiscussing' the topography of 
the county, the time interval which the ~bandonedch~nnel 
represents was probably long even as compared with all post~ 
Iowan time. 
IOWAN DRIFT. 
. '. . . 
Drift of the Iowan stage constitutes the' surfac~ materials 
over almost three-fourths of the county. "~This drift ·sheet 
varies very greatly in thickness,for. there are areas inwhich 
it seems to be represented only hy typical bowlders without· 
.. an appreciable quantity of finer detritus; and there are other 
placeswher~ its thickness may exceed a score of feet. Where 
well developed it presents the usual characteristics of. a yeh 
low clay mixed ·with. more or less of sand and gravel, with 
. scarcely more signs of-oxIdation and feiTugin~tion at the sur~ 
face .than at greater depths, its calcareous: constituent unaf ... 
. fected by leaching,evenatthe grass roots,and bearingbowh· 
de~s. of undecayed, light-colored granites. 'The bowlders 
often attain ellormoussize .. Figure 15 illustratesoneof.the· 
great masses of gralliteplentifully sprinkled over the area . 
occupied by Iowan drift.: M~chlargerblocks, however, than 
the on~ illustrated are sometimes seen. One ;of these, co#L-.. 
posed chiefly of 'large reddish crystals' or feldspar ,p:t:otruded 
a root or two above ground in Kirk's add~tion to Mason City. ~ 
. An effort was made to remove it by blasting it to :pieces; but· 
after taking it out to a depth or twelve feet, and finding its· 
dimensions increasing all the way down;' t.he·effort was aban ... 
doned.- Whenthe work stopped the size oft4eexposed sur~· 
face was eightee~. feet in length by sixteen feet. in width. 
The depth or th~ckness is unknown. A still .largerbowlder 
of fjhe same kind of granite is seen. near the west line of the· 
southwest quarter of section' 7, Portland township. The 
dimensions above ground are twenty-five feet in length, twenty": .'~ 
three feet in width· and eleven feet in height. A smaller mass 
of the same granitic species' is only a!ew feet removed from 
the larger one, and it is possible that when they startea on 
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their journey the two constituted but a single block. Bowl-
~ers varying in size from three to five, or even eight feet in 
diameter-are very common. 
The Iowan drift, in this region, seems to have been on the 
whole rather meager in amount, and it now forms a thin sheet 
of till conforming to the inequalities of the pre-Iowan surface. 
It is spread over the uplands and higher plains of the area in 
which it is distributed; it covers.the beds of gravel at a lower 
level within the limits of the preglacial valleys; it descends 
upon the low plains adjacent to the streams in the relatively 
narrow valleys formed by interglacial erosion; and it partly 
fills- the abandoned interglacial channel north of Mason City. 
At the HackberrJ.7: exposure of Lime Creek shales the Iowan 
dri.ft, undisturbed since it was deposited, covers a low plain 
north of the stream; while south of the stream it is spread 
over a plain more than seventy feet higher, which plain begins 
at the summit of the Hackberry escarpment. In sections 16 
-and 17 of Lake township, in 24 of Mason, in 24 of Owen, and 
at other points in t~e county, this drift sheet rises from low 
plains or valleys to spread a thin mantle over preglacial ridges 
composed of Lime Creek shales. 
The scantiness of the materials in the Iowan drift is well 
illustrated on the higher lands, in the area underlain by beds 
of the Lime Creek stage. The region south and west of 
Mason City is plentifully _strewn with Iowan bowlders, but the 
drift is so thin that the soil through which the farmer drives 
his plow is in many places made up of decomposed shales of 
Devonian age. The same is true of the fields that extend 
south from the summit of the Hackberry exposure in section 
35 of Portland township. The Iowan bowlders are imbedded 
-ill Lime Creek shales, and the ordinary clayey till seems to be 
almost entirely absent. About Rockwell the Owen beds of 
Lime Creek age protrude at intervals through the drift over 
areas of considerable extent, notwithstanding the fact that 
numerous bowlders clearly testify that the whole region was 
once overrun by Iowan glaciers. It is also true that in the 
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localities noted the materials of the drift sheets older than 
the Iowan are equally scanty. 
WISCONSIN DI,UFT. 
There are at present no known deposits in Cerro . Gordo' 
county referable to the interglacial stage (Toronto?) between 
the Iowan and the WisCQllsiJ?'· Deposits piled up by the Wis--
consin ice sheet are, however, conspicuous features or the 
Pleistocene formations in the western townships of the county. 
The area has been described in connection wj.th the subject of 
topography. The deposits themselves consist of the ordinary 
materials that elsewhere make up the Altamont moraine. 
Fine glacial clay predominates, but the clay contains' some 
sand, a great many pebbles, and a le~.s number of bowlders 
ranging from a few inches to a foot or two in diameter. The " 
clay is a lighter yellow than that of the Iowan drift, and it 
contains a large amount of calcareous matter. The pebbles-
are fragments of crystalline' rocks with which are mingled 
a very large proportion of pieces of limeston.e. In places the 
limestone fragments seem to predominate with respect to 
numbers, and many of them contain traces of fossils~ The 
bowlders are, as a rule, smaller than those scattered'over the 
Iowan area; they are darker in color, with a tendency to 
bluish shades; and a large proportion Df them are intersected 
with seams ana. veins of trap. The Wisconsin drift, therefore, 
is readily distinguished from the Iowan by its paler; more 
calcareous clay, its great numbers of limestone pebbles, and 
its smaller, darker colored bowlders which often areweath;,. 
ered into very erratic shapes. The irregular weathering is' 
due to the presence of intrusive veins which render certain 
parts of the individual bowlders harder and more resistant 
than the res.t. Limestone pebbles, which areso common and 
characteristic in the Wisconsin drift are very rare in the 
Iowan .. 
The hills and knobs of drift. constituting the Altamont 
moraIne presented to the first settlers of the region the 
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appearance: of being made up of gravel. The gravel was, 
however,limited, as tests have demonstrated, to a thin 
. ,superficia,llayer. The whole body of Wisconsin drift is rich 
in pebbles. On the steep slopes of the morainic hills rain 
erosion, acting through many centuries, removed the finer 
glacial clays and sands from the surface stratum of drift; and 
the pebbles,. too large to be moved, were left as a thin residUal 
layer over the tops and sides of the irregular moranic bosses 
of drift. 
Eske1'8 and valley tpaiu8.-· The hills and bosses that char-
acterize the'moraine become less pronounced in the southern 
and southwestern part of Grimes township. Indeed in. the 
southwestern par~ of this township the hills fade into the· 
level, characterless topography peculiar to the central areas 
.Qf Wisconsin drift. In this level region, parts of which are 
still very marshy, are·the initial branches of the south fork: 
of Beaver Dam. creek which, fiowing southeast, finally e~erges 
upon the area of Iowan drift. The valley of this creek seems 
to have been' the chief outletin Oerro Gordo county for the 
waters resulting from melting of the Wisconsin ice. Accord-' 
ingly, near Thornton, about half a mile southwest of the: 
village, there is a well defined" esker.in the form of a long 
ridge of gravel resting on Wisconsin drift .. This gravel, as 
might be inferredfr~m its origin, contains a large proportion 
ofli~estone pebbles. The ridge, which is three-fourths of a 
mile in length, trends a few' degrees soutH of east. It is not 
quite parallel· to the present drainage. The course of the 
glacial stream, to which it owes its origin, was determined by 
conditions a;£fecting the margin of the Wisconsin ice, and not 
by the conditions that determined the position and course of 
the modern streams. 
In the neighborhood of Thornton th~ streams flow over beds 
of the same kind of gravel found in the esker. A heavy accu-
mulation occurs below the village near the point where two 
branches flow together. Trains of gravel follow the creek 
valley beyond the limit of the moraine, well out into the 
i 
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region of. Iowan drift. The .last gravel beds of this age in 
, Cerro Go~do county occur along the south line of ' section 36, 
,Pleasant· Valley township, where' the stream ,passes, into ' 
Franklili county. 
POSTGLACIAL DEPOSITS. 
More recent deposits of the, Pleistocene 'period are Ioundat 
a number of localities, particularly in~he Altamont m0l'aine. 
, Peat has accumulated, and is stillaccum:ulating, -in the kettle 
holes and undrained basins of themoranic be~t. , The peat.bed 
,marking the site of an old lake basin, already noted as one of' 
the topographic 'features or section 24 of Unioll. township, and 
adjacentsections,a:ifords a typical illustration of such depos-
its. Near the southwest corner of, section 34 of the same 
township, a basin of some extent, filled wjthpe~ty material 
mixed. with rain wash from the surrounding hills, was dry 
enough for cultiyation during the past season.' ,The black,' 
peaty soil,:tllrnedbythe plow, abounds in shell~of pond snails 
belonging to thegenera,Physa, LimnreaandPlanorbis, and a 
weildug atsorne distance -from themargiIl,ofthebasin reveals 
a thickness for the deposit of six or eight feet,and charged 
With shells 0:£ -the same species throughout its entire eXtent. 
It is needless, however, 'to Illultiply' examples.' Peat heds, 
complete orin process of formation,· OGcur inalmos,t every 
quarter section of the broad ,belt covered by the m~raine., 
They are pa~ticp.larly- numerous in portions of Union and 
Grimes toWnships. 
The beds of sand around the east end of Clear Lake are a 
product of forces that have been operating continuously since 
,the retrefl,tof the Wisconsin glaciers. The sand is not derived 
from decay of siliceous rocks in place, or in. the iIIlme~ate 
neighoorhood, for n? such rocks are found within some hun-_, 
dreds of miles of . the lake. It must be regarded as the resid- -
uum left, after removal of the finer silt from a large body of 
glacial till, waves and meteoric waters ,being the agents of 
such removal. The ridge of sand and gravel' which has 
" ," 
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converted a former part of the lake into a detached marsh west 
of the c Assembly grounds, is a comparatively recent deposit 
due to expansion and shoreward creeping of lake ice during 
the many successive winters since the lake was born. After 
terrestial vegetation gained a foothold on the ice-heaved 
ridge, the .further growth of the deposit may have been aided 
bytheeffeot of winds, for drifting dust and sand would tend 
to lodge in every spot that afforded the" requisite degree of 
shelter. 
There are no bodies of allu,vium worthy of record along any 
of the streams of Ce:r:ro Gordo county. 
SOILS. 
The soils of Ce~'o Gordo countY,are mostly of the drift 
type. In,the area of Io~andrift,the land is comparatively 
,level, and the" soil is a deep black loam, rich in organic matter, 
and with sufficient admixture 01 f'and to make it warm, mel-
low and easy of cultivation. " A typically level stretch of 
fa.rming landoccursi,n the southwest part of Falls and adja-
cent parts of Lime Creek and Portland townships. A farm 
embracing an-entire section may have its surface so perfect 
a plane that every part of it may be viewed from some central 
point; and every square foot of such a farm may be cultivated. 
" Notwithstanding the apparent level, there is no evidence that 
t4ese lands suffer from lack.,of drainage. There is some slope 
to the surface, and the subsoil is so porous as readily to carry 
off any ordinary excess of storm waters. Similar level areas 
of ,exceptionally rich farming lands, susceptible of high culti-
vation with the least conceivable amount of labor, occur in 
OweJ;l, Dougherty, Bath, Geneseo, Mount Vernon, Pleasant 
Valley and other townships. Adjacent to the streams there 
are lands with greater slopes, but nowhere in the Iowan drift 
region is there broken or hilly ground in the usual accepta-
t~bnof the term. Along many of the streams the fields may 
be. cultivated practically to the water's edge as is well illus-
trated in figures 12 and 13. 
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While the soils developed. on the Iowan drift agree in cer-
tain particulars, there are yet varieties depending on . the 
slope of the surface and the composition ofphe subsoil. . When-
ever the. drift attains any considerable thickness, the soil isa 
black loam, usually somewhat sandy, rich in humus and con-
taining a high percentage of calcium carbonate. On the 
~ighlands in the northwestern part of Lime Creek township, 
the subsoil is a moderately tenaceous drift clay; but the 
slopes of the surface insure perfect drainage. On the level 
space between the highlands and the modern valley of Lime 
creek the underlying Buchanan gravels furnish under drain-
age of the most perfect character. A somewhat anamolous 
type of soil for a glaciated' area oecurs in the regions oLthin 
drift ~lready noted, where the drift materials are represented 
chiefly by bowlders, and decomposed shales of Lime Creek 
age are stirred by the tools and processes of agriculture ... 
The spaces over which the soils are simply decomposed 
shales, are; however, very small, for even where the shales 
. are disturbed by cultivation, th.ere was originally enough of 
drift to contribute a very important element to the soil. 
In that portion of the county occupied by the Altamont 
moraine, the surface is generally broken and hilly as shown 
in figure 16. The low ground is mostly wet andmarshy in sea-
sons of average rainfall, but the hills are dry and easily cul,- . 
. tivated. The soil is a rich loam, not so deep as onsOIne por-
tions of the Iowan area, but richer in calc~tlm carbonate, and 
even better adapted to the cultivation of cereals. In a rela-
tively small area around the margin of Clear Lake the soils 
are sandy; and in the extinct ponds and lakes whose basins 
have been filled or drained, a rich peaty soil, charged with 
- shells of pond snails, is capable of supporting ann.ually very 
heavy crops of grass. 
There are no poor soils in the county; With the exception 
of the marshy spaces in the Altamont moraine, and a few 
low or otherwise unfavorably located spots in the region of 
the Iowan drift, every foot almost of t~e county can be 
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cultivated. While'the·calcareous drift soils are especially well 
adapted to "the ,cultivation of cereals and grasses, itis still 
--~:rue that there are no annual crops"suited to thisclim~te that 
may not be attempted with reasonable hopes of success. 
Deformations. 
. - . . 
There are nlanysm.allfoldsandvaryingdips'in,the Cedar 
Valley limestones and in the overlying Lime Oreek shales, ,but 
in no case is there evidence of-deformation afiecting the crust 
to any cbnsiderabledepth. The folding- of the Cedar Valley 
limestones is most frequently observed along the Shell Rock 
- river 'betweenPlymou,th andN ora Springs~ Sorneof the more 
striking cases were noted in connection with the description 
of the geological-structure of that region. _The folds inques"-
tiqn are notparalle16ne to the other, and cannot be said to 
constitute'asystem.-It- is not certain that they are due to . 
crushing 'or -lateraLpressllre. Insomeca'ses at least, and 
probably in all, -theapparentc foidsand local, examples. of dip 
·have been· calisedby intercalation.of lentils, or by rapid 
local thinning o.rthickelling of certain ,beds,as. is well shown 
:intlfePorthtndsection on Lime creek, figure 20. 
rrhe Li:meCreekshales at' Hackberny Grove show some 
undulati~~s, with-a.slight general rlip tothe southwest; while; 
three miles west of Hackberry, in section 31 of Portland town- -
ship, the southweE!terIy dip, as previously noticed, exceeds 
fifty feet to .th~mile.'Thi~dipiseontlnuedfor only a short 
-.distance, however,for the Owen beds that appear at the sur-
face about one mile south of the last named locality, are 
exposed at a number of points in the southeas~ern quarter of 
the ,county, and the altitude of the E!everal outcrops indicates 
. that the general inclination, of the strata is very slight. 
--. 
Unconformities. 
There are some indications of unconformity between the 
Lime Creek shales and the underlying limestones, although it 
must beadmittedthat the evidence is not altogether conclusive. 
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For example,thelimestones exposed along Lime creek, hetween 
Portland arid Hackberry Grove, ,show n(lbedshigher'thafiN 0. 
50£ the generalsectioliofthe Cedar VaUeystage (page 1(0); 
, and the'shalesa;tHackherry seem to reston this member of 
the Cedar Valley section. ''(;ombiningthe exposures at Rock-' , ' 
ford and Nora Springs iriFloydeollnty, there are 'forty-three" 
feet of strata, Nos. 6 and 7, belonging to the-CedarVa~Iey 
stage above No.5' of the general sectioIl, and, the Roc]dord 
exposures of the Lime Creekshaleslie aboveN 0.7; The strong-
est indications of unconformity are found at Mason City, and 
lie in the fact that the yellow arid "blue clays of Lime Creek 
age, worked by the MasoIl'City Brick &, Tile Co., have a thick.; 
'ness of forty feet as ,demonstrated' by'borings. This brings' 
the bottom of the deposit nearly' on a level with the water in. 
Willow creek about half" a,' mlle north of ,the works. Along 
Willow creek, however, at theriearestpoint; there are ledges, 
of limestone, and the strornatoporoidreef No.4, of ,the geh-
eral Cedar Valley section, lies at the summit of the-exposure. 
There,is:noverymarkeddip,tOthe heds in this locality, "and so 
the base of the shales must rest on, or very near to, the upper 
surf~ceof theStromatoporareer-Near1'IasonOityJunctioIl, 
less than three,.fourths ofa mile eastqfthebrickandtile 
. - ., . - - - ,- -. 
works, beds belonging to'No. 5 of the Cedar Valley section', 
are exposed at an altitude nearly 011 a level,withthellPper 
surface of the shales in the clay pit. 'Alongtheaband()ned , 
channel of Lime cr.eeK, north of Mason City, 'the equivalents 
of beds 5, 6 'and 7 ofthegeuerai Cedar Valley secti6n 'are 
developed above the' stromatoporoid reef, andy'etthese beds 
all seem to be absent beneath the shales at the brickaiidtile_ 
works. 
Two possibilities .present theJ?lselves for consideration. 
, 'First, the peculiar relations of the shales to the underlying 
limestones may indicate an emergence of the area, a period 
erosion, and subsequent subsidence between the Cedar Valley 
, , 
and Lime Creek-stages, and so the phenomena maybe dueta 
true unconformity. Second, it is possible that there may' have 
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been rapid local thinning out of the later beds of· the Cedar 
Valley limestones in a .manner illustrated, by some of the beds 
in:figure 20; and that tqere was no erosion interval between 
the .twostages. The evidence at hand is not sufficient to war-
. . . { 
rant,a statemel}t as to which view' is' more probably correct., 
The several Pleistocene deposits are unconformable on each 
other and on the underlying beds of sedimentary origin. 
ECONOMIC . PRODUCTS. 
Building Stones. 
Building stone is quarried at various points throughout the 
county.' The principal quarries are in the gedar Valley and 
Lime Creek stages of. the Devonian. Some quarrying-is. also 
FIG. 22. K ~ppinger quarry' ili northern part' 'of Mason City, showing the regular bedding 
below thestl'omatoporoid reef. In the view a man is standing at the level of the reef. . 
done in the Kinderhook beds of the Carboniferous, . withi~_ a 
few rods of the county line in Franklin county, but none was 
Dbservedin beds. of this age in Cerro Gordo. The quarries of 
greatest value are locate51 near MalSon City, and all of these 
work the zones of whitish or grayish limestone and the granu- . 
1ar dolomite, below the stromatoporoid reef. 
'. ' ....... '. ' .. 
. :'. - . 
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. . TheK11ppir«jfJr qualf'ry (Fig. ,22)011 theeast:;sidf3(jILilll~ 
;creek, in the northern part of . Ma~onCity,fllrDishes .. severai 
hu.ndred Gords()~g()odbUilditig'stbl1eanhilaliy.:',These·ctioIi 
" of thisquarry,hasbee:nalready given.> Beds.2:and·:4ofthe 
sectionareav~ilable ~drqmL1~rypurposes,butthe 'st6ue 'froIn' ." 
thedolomiti~ 'pliase,:N o~2; ;is.Jlllic:b.moredesirabie ·than-that, 
from ,the ovedying lilirestones ... ' :Thelayers,as'seenin:Fi!F .' . 
. . 22, va:ry ir~atly inthickiless.,and ~o .afiorda • wide range of . 
ch()icein this particula:r~ "The thicker -layers furnish blocks, ." 
suitable lor heavybrid;g~ ,piers;·.ai>-d .. the'produGt;'of.·th~thin­
ner layers is 'adap~ed tolighter,structur~s~ "'Ab6Her tt~d 
ste~ni driJ.lare --theortly labor:-sav1.ng machlnes~tpresent. 
:emplbyed. "The' quarry is worked' interlllittently;, ~p.d th~ 
markefis local. '. ,.., . ,. . 
Beldio/.J. $tQw' Oo.~Theq~al'ries· of.the'Beldin.g,:Stone,Qb ...... "' 
respectively 7 , :6, 'BandS inchesinthi~kIi~ssand.'~r~ :~ta1{~n '. 
out'in blocks suitable forwa1is'laid·in,dentlit~:cBti~~~~'.·jf6. 
4, w hich'is,4'inchesthick, is quaITied~fQt'J~r:ge'sl~b~~:~sea .In' 
street crossiIigs ;,aIldNos .. 5aIJ.d,6';the:'~st:~3,an(l;th.e:S~~9D,d . 
11, inches thick~ furnish' material f9rheayY~walls~ . Above 'the , .' 
"Blue. cap" "No.2 (jfth~.,'section, there:afedolorrij.tie·b'~ds, 
the first of w hichfurni~hes . stone for 'bHdgepiers-or:other '.' 
heavystructilres. Thesecoildand third are 8ufficiep,tly;:fine' : 
in texture to be used,fordiIAenSio~ $tone, bel:Ilg cut'forcaps: ',' 
- sillS, water tables i1nd otherp'urposeslor whlch_ CJlt.stone 
may be employed. '.['lie whitishflle:-gra.inedlimestohe above" 
the dolomite,N os. 4 and 5 of thesectfon; is -used for a variety' 
of purposes., Thequarryisequipp,ed w:ith, a steam drill'~nd 
a number of. derrickS .. Much of the· produet.of·~this quarry is 
shipped abroad; a wagon haul of half .. a; mile,' however, is" at . 
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present necessary to reach a' shipping point on the nearest 
railway" the Iowa Central. 
KasonOity Stone Oo.-TheMason City Stone Co. has exten-
, sive quarries on the west side'of Lime creek in the northwest 
quarter of se?tion 34, Lime Creek township. The quality of 
the stone is in general the same as that at the quarries 
already described. The dolo,mitic phase has here a thickness 
of 19 feet, and the individual ledges vary from 4 to 22 inches 
in thickness. 'The dolomite is overlain by 12 feet of white or 
light grayish limestone. The quarry furnishes rubble, heayy 
, footing, stone, some dimension stone, stone lor sidewalks or 
street crossings, ~nd stone for range work. The stone for 
range work is easily shaped with the hammer. The qua~ries 
'of this company have been worked for fifteen years. The 
Io~a Centra~ railway has lately built a spur into the quarries, 
affording excellent facilities for loading and transportation. 
The product is marketed chiefly abroad, shipments being 
made for long distances north, south and westfroniMason, 
City,into territories that have no natural outcrops of indur-
atedrocks"or:none that furnish stone, suitable for building 
purposes~ 
Hason Oity' QUa7'ry' .Co.-On' the o.pposite side of Lime 
creek, and a little' north of thequari'ies last described, the 
Mason City Quarry Co. operates twoor three small quarries. 
The beds qual'rie~ are the same as those already noted. 
Teams and· wagons afford the only present means for trans- , 
porting the product. The market is local, and the work in 
the quarries intermittent. 'There are derricks for handling' 
the heavier blocks, but no other machinery apart from the 
. - _. ." - '.- .. 
ordinary hand drills and other tools in universal use in quar:., 
rJlng. 
" . OTUER QUARRIES IN CEDAR V ALLEY LIMESTONE. 
There are a number of small quarries worked at various 
points in the bluffs of Lime creek, Willow creek and Calmus 
creek., In ,the aggregate these produce annually a large 
15 G',Rep. 
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amount of.stone.A.p:lOngtliese maybe mentioned thePeter-, 
son quarry in thesotithea§t quarterof_seetion27,~iineCreek 
township;, the quarries qnWillow creek, on land ofO.T • Den:. 
isoIi';Bast of the crossing of-the Iowa Central railway; the 
quar:ries on Calmuscreek,inthenorthern :p~rt of.MasonCity; 
the quarry at'Portlandand others southeast of Portland, in 
. Portland_township"and a. number 01 small· quarries iIi the· 
western part of Lime Creek 'and 'the 'eastern "part of Lin .,.' 
coIn townships._Menti()n must :alsobe made of several quar-
ries that afforae~cellen.tstone, in the bluffs of the abandoned 
chamiel of .Lime creek in the northwest quarteroIsection 34,_ 
Lime' Creek townshi p.Therearealso quarries uearShell, 
Roc~Falls; and.at points between Shell,RockFallsandPlym'-._ 
outh, in Falls township~ . 
Quarries 'in the Owen bedg;-.The Owen beds of the Lime 
Creek shales are. q1iar~ied. at the typical exposureili; the 
southwest 'quarterofsection 31, Portland township; in the ' 
southwest quarter of section50f Owen township; in section' 
12ofI)ough~rty,~ndin,~ections:3,4,,10;, ·26 'and 36 of ·.Gene-' 
seo. ': ~he stone from thishorizon,is usuallyarathersoft yellow 
earthy dolomite, and not· of very highgraqe. Some portions_ . ' 
of the quarries near-~Qckwel1 show nrmer-and.nlore calc are-
ousJayers,'aIldsome exposures in section35 of Geneseo town'": 
ship are composed of. beds of . moderatelypure granular -lime- . 
stone .... The .storreJrom quarries of the Owen beds is much . 
infe;i~r to. 'that froillr-tbeCedar Valley limestone near MasOIi 
City,::~nd while. these quarries are of very greatJocal value, 
they .ar~. hot likely to beco.mecommercial1y important. 
Y.~lue . .ofq'Ua}·rY_PJ~odltCtS.~It is difficult . to collech data 
respecting the ~i:tnual value_of _the building stone prod-ucedin 
_ Cerro Gordo county; The year- 1896 was one gfunusual·. 
depression in the building stone industry, but the best infor-
mation obtainable indicates that the -Value of thes,ton~ quar-
rie4};n,the county .during t~is ye~rdoes:notfall very much 
short of $50,000. _ In "years of prosperity the demand was 
thre~ : times .as great a:. during 1896.W ere an equivalent 
' . .'~': . y', . .': r: .. :. : .... '_.' .: ...... :. '. ".', ... , .. 
-.. ' .-.... - .... 
, , !. 
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value in gold, silver or coal produced, the importance of the 
geological products of t~e cotinty would receive readier recog-
nition.-' " " , ' " ' 
Futurre of:the 8tone indust1·Y.-", ", The quarry industry of Cerro 
Gordo county is yet in its infancy~ In the first place there 
are'nurnerolis vertlcal cliffs, a.sat' Parker's mill (Fig.,i9), that 
form natural quarryfaces,artd,are'so'situated with respectto 
,stripping and'facilitiesfor'disposing' of.' refuse,aspracticaily 
, toreqtllre' no)abor for:theirdevelopment., At' all these' 
'exposures the admirable quality 'of the stone w:ith respect to 
its 'power of resisting theweather, is well demonstrated. ,In 
thesecond'place, Mason Oity is situated at the border of an 
" enormouS quarryless area whosesupplies,of building stone must, ' 
aU b~imported. " No situatioIiCQuld be betterchosenfol~ c?m,. 
rU;:Lnding'the markets of the,great~plainsstretchlng away for 
hUl1dredsofmiles to', the 'northwest, west andsoutnwest. 
:' Here is ~n' area growing annu~lly in weaith., and population, 
but an ~area~n which the indurated rocks, are deeply buried 
Jll1d.era thickrnantleof drift. ,The facility with which stone 
, may be' quarried al()ng' Lime creek and }ts tributaries, coupled . 
withthe excelle,nce of the product,'·shoul,d, therefore,:enable 
Mason City to ,g~tan ever increasing'share of the building 
'stone trade in the vast stonelessempil'e to which this ,city is 
practically the gateway. ," , 
Lime. 
,TheCedarVaI.leystage is capable. of furnishing" indefinite, 
, suppliesoflime-hurning rock, some Qf which produces a very 
high grade of liIIle. , At. present; ,howeyer, lime is made on a 
commercial scale at but one pointIn the county, namely, at 
the lime-kilns ofA.T. ,Lein:and brother, in Mason City. The 
limestone is, obtainedfr()m ~ quarry nearly one-tenth of a 
mUe in length, worked in the bluff ovedooking Lime creek. • 
.. ' 
'The part worked ,exposes the fQllowingsection. 
'. . . 
· \ . 
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FEET. 
4. Indefinitely stratified portion of the Stromatopora reef, 
with many laIilinar stromatoporoids .. _________ ._____ 3 
3. Unstratified part of the reef with spheroidal stromato-
poroids . _:.. __________________________________ . ___ ~.;_ 5 
2. White orgrayish, fine-grained limestone _________ ~ ___ 15 
1. Gramilar dolomite ,___________________________________ 4 
Below No.1, down to the level of the stream, there are ten 
or' fifteen feet unexposed, but judging from neighboring out'-
crops the beds in this part of the bluff are probably dolomite 
resembliIig No. lin quality. 
T'ramways and small cars afford means for transporting the 
quarried rock to the kiln. The cars are carried to the top of 
the kiln, the kiln being charged from above. Coal is used for 
fuel, and the burning is completed in forty-eight hours after 
the process is fairly started. It is estimatedtp.at three tons 
of coal make 150 barrels of lime; The kiln ~sknown as the 
Champion draw kiln an.d was designed 'by Lein Brothers. The 
amount of the product varies from year to year accordingto 
the demand, but the number of bushels m.adeannuaUy mo-qnts. 
up into the thousands. The value of the output adds a very 
important sum to the total value of the, products manufac-: 
tured from the geological resources of the· county. A large 
amount of the lime made by A. T.Lein & Brother is shipped:' 
to the quarryless region of deep drift west ot· Mason City. 
During the working season from six to eight menare con;,. 
stantly employed. The greater part of the lime manufac-
tured at Mason City has been made from Nos. 2,3 'and 4 of 
the section at the limekiln. No. 2 especially produces a :fine 
white lime that is held in much favor by many workmen for 
the reason, amongothers,that it slacks quickly and -may be 
_ got ready for use in a short time. It is true, however, that 
lime made from the dolomitic phase, ~o. 1, if properly treated 
will be found much superior to that from either No.2, 3 01'4. 
It takes longer to slack the more highly magnesian lime, :and 
it should lie in the mortar bed for a greater length of time, 
but the superior results will more than repay the additional 
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trouble. For shipping purposes the lime from the dolomite ' 
has ,the great advantage of keeping for a long time without 
becoming air slacked, and if Mason City is·to command the 
lime trade of the vast area that is h~rs by right of geograph-
icalposition, attention should be given to the manufacture of 
lime from the dolomitized beds below, No.· 2. This lime will, 
'without· suffering deterIoration, be~r transportation for long 
distances, and may be kept in stock by dealers much longer 
.. than that from the purer limestone. Its property of setting 
harder, and itsmuchgl'eater power ofr'esisting the chemical 
'action of air and water which causes mortar to crumble and 
wash out of" the joints in exposed portions of walls should 
commend the dolomitic linie at home as welL-as abroad. 
Clays .. 
, T:he bluean:dy~llow, non -fossiliferous cIa ys at the base of 
the Jji.me Creek shales al'ewidely distributed in Cerro Gordo 
county and'furnish inexhaustibleambunts of material for use 
inthe manufacture 6£ clay goods of a great val'ietyofkinds. 
For some purposes, as the manufacture of common structural 
brick,certain. .pa~ts of the Iowa drift clays comparatively free 
:frompebbles,wHl)efound available. The drift clays of the 
Wiscdnsin stage contain so many limestone pebbles· as to 
render theinunfit for use in the manufacture of any clay 
prod1.lcts. ' . 
Mason Oity Brick and Tile Co.-At present clay goods are 
ma~eat .. only one. point in the county. The Mason City 
Brick and Tile Co. have an extensive plant (Fig. 23) in the 
southwestern part of 1Ylason City. The clay' used comes 
from the unfossiliferous portionof,theLimeCreek formation. 
In the clay pit, which 'is just north of the factory, the beds 
exposed embrace twelve feet of qlueshales overlain by twelve' 
feet" of yellow shales, with twelve to fifteen feet of blue shales 
known to exist below the 'bottom of the ·pit. The plant 
embraces'the main factory buHding;steam heated drying 
sheds; an office building; six roun~, down-draft kilns; two 
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. up-draft kilns; a Sioux CityCorliss engine·of125 horse power; 
two eighty horse power boilE~rs;a 11adden&Co~ machine with 
. a capacity of 25,000 bricks daily; and the necessary hoists, tail 
FIG. 23. Works of the Mason City Brlck\l.nd Tile Co. 
ropes, ~ramways,cars, pallets,etc.,forhancllin,g theware in 
the various stages of manufacture. The product" of the' fac-. 
tory includes . 
. 1. End cut structural brick .. 
2. Hollow brick of the following dimensions: 
(a)8x8xl~ inches. 
(bY 4x8x12 inches.' 
(c)4x4x12 inches. 
(d) 4x8xlO inches. 
(e) 4x4xlOinches. 
(fl 8x8x8 inches . 
. (g)4x8x8 inches. 
(h) 4x4x8 inches. 
(il 4x4x4 inches. 
(kl 2tx4x8 inches. 
3.' Agriculturaldrain tile three and one-half to twelve inches 
in diameter. 
4. Sidewalk tile 2x8x8.inches. 
5.' Window sills and caps. '. 
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Theclayburns to 'a light red coloT.The ware is very hard, ' 
ringing 'sharply under a gentle tap ofth(j hammer"and is so 
compact a~{to be practically non-absorbent of water. Small' 
crystals of selenite ~re diffused through the clay and cause a 
, ' 
slight deposit of chalky looking powder on the surface of the 
ware in the process of the burning.Formo~t of th'eproduct 
this in unobjectio~able", but wherever it is desired to prevent 
it~appeal'ance, as in the case of face brick, it can be easily , 
remedied by,mixing a small amount of carbonate of baryta, 
with the raw clay. An analysis of the blue clay in the lower 
part otthe pit was made byProf.G.E: Patrick, with the fol-
lowing results. 
" ,_ , _ PERCENT. 
, Hygroscopkwater (expelled at 100° C.) _____________ ~__ .85 
'Combined water (expelled by ign:ition:) __________ ~ ______ 3.74 
, Carbonic acid,<COz ________ .. ..;_ ~ ____ ..: __ _ ___ __ _ _ _ ___ ___ _ .4.80 
Silica, SiOz ______ ~-- _ .. ______ .:.., ___________ ~ ______ ~_ '-____ f)4.64 
Alumina, Alz 03------.;;-------------,-~----- .. ---------- 14.62 
Iron oxide (calculated as Fe2 0 a}----.:.,---- _______ ______ 5.69 
. Manganese,oxide (calculated as Mn 0)..:________________ .76 
__ , Lime; cit ° ~_.: ________ .,.---- ___________ ':'_.,. _::- ___ -'. ___ ~_ _ 5.]"6 
Magnesia, Mg 0 ________ ..: __ .: ____________________ ~~__ __ _ 2.90 
Soda, ·Naz 0 ______________________________ :_______ __ ___ 1.12 
Potash, K2 0 _______ .:. _____ .:_--: __ -'- ___ -,-------- ______ -___ 4,77 
TotaL:.: _' _________ • _. _.: ___________ ~ ______________ '_ '99.05 ' 
Errorin analysiB-. ___________ c--------- ________ '- _____ -;_ .95 
'Total ____ ,., ____ ' _____ ' ________ ~ __ .,..,. __ ,": __________ ' _____ IOO.QQ. 
The factoty, of this company is operated continuously 
t?roughout the year;twenty.,seven men care employed, and 
thevalueof the annualoutput'exceeds $30,000. The area in 
which the product of the factory: finds a market ,has a radius 
of about 200 miles. 
.1Yelson br·iekyard.-' Some years ago a brick yard was oper-
ated about ~mile north of Mason City. The clay usedis a 
modified drift only about eight inches thick. This clay was 
tempered in the ordinary pug-mill, anq the brick were made 
by hand. Temporary kilns were used Jor burning. No work 
has been done here, however, in recent years, and with 
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abundant supplies of e::tsilyaccessible clays in the Lime Creek 
shales, the drift clays Qf the county will not probably ever' 
bein very great 4emand~ ,It isfr()m the beds of Devonian: 
shales that the clay mdustriesof theiuture,for thisregion,. 
willgett~eir supplies of raw material. 
Future of clay indust'l'ie8.-, In respect to clays : Mason City-
has the 'sam~ advantages as in the matter of bUilding stone 
and lime-burning rock.' The raw material is of the best qual-
ity, and. the supplies are inexhaustible. The facilities for 
shipping, the manufactured products are good. An 'extensive 
region throughout which the de:mand must yearly increase,' 
and yet without av.ailable deposits for manufacturing to sup- ' 
ply its own needs, begins practically at the western limits of 
the city. ,And so industries based onthegeologicalresources 
of thecounty-' quarrying; lime'; burning, and clay working-, ' 
are certai~, under wise and enterprising management, to 
grow in importance with tb,e.growthbfthe great territory 
that must,eith~r get supplies froIn MasQuCity, or from. more 
distant points involving 10ng~r haulage andhigherr~tes of 
freight. 
Peat. ' 
The extensivepeat.beds in the Altamont moraiw~are not 
now of very much value, owing to the cheapness of other 
forins of fuel, but in the future, theymaypecomeofconsider-
able importance. In somestntes the mucky. material would 
be held in high estee'kas a fertilizer,buttheh6untiful soils 
of Iowa will not need fertilizers of this kind' for many years 
to come. ,,~ 
Water Supplies. 
, , Cerro, Gordo county is' well supplied with springs and sur-
face streams. The waters 6f the' streams, in marked con .. 
trast with those'in.the southern' and southwestern parts of 
the state, run clear the year r<.mnd ... Good, potable water 
may be obtained throughout most of the c'ounty, at moderate 
depths, in the sandy and gravelly beds· of the Pleistocene 
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deposits. Most of thespriIigs seem to have their origin in 
the porous beds of the Pleistocene, and :flow takes place 
wherever these water-bearing beds, under proper conditions, 
come to the Sll.:rrace. 'Owing to the imperfect surface drain-
age of the morainic area in the 'western part of the county, 
, the pebbly claysofWisconsindriftar.e saturated with water, 
andahunda:nt supplies are obtained from very 'shallow wells. 
]'lowingwellsfrequently result from. penetrating ,these clays 
to a moderate depth; and on the somewhat level plain into 
. which the' morainic knobs and ridges£ade in the southwest-
ern part of Grimes township, :flo~ng wells are somewhat 
,common. Clear, Lake is probably fed al~ost eXClusively by 
the underground streams of this morainic belt, and the under-
g.roundsup:ply is doubtless largely due to the fact that the 
surface drainage. is as yet clogged, imperfect, undeveloped. 
Any causes that tend to.facilitate the eV3Jporationor the 
"fiowo{ waterf.romthe surface of the ~isc6nsin'drift area 
anq.itsmarginaLmoratnes,·wil1 diminish the,volum.e of water 
in the lakes of the nbrth-central part of the ·state. 
MASON CITY DEEP WELL. 
. .... 
. Water is found at varying depths in the indurated rocks 
below the Pleistocene b.eds. The' most important supply 
, from. this source at present is that from the de.ep well at 
Mason City., ,Thesection of this well, copied fromN orton's 
. report*, is as follows. 
THICK-
NESS. 
12. H1lffius and drift _________ "-____ 28 
11. Devonian and Silurian ________ 276 
10. Maquokettl. ___________ ., ______ -- 57 
. 9. Galena-Trenton_. _________ ~ ____ 405 
8. Saint Peter ___________________ 105 
7. Upper Oneota ________________ 113 
6. New RichmQnd ______________ ~ 50 
5. Lower Oneota~ _______________ 145 
4. SaInt Croix (Jgrdan)__________ 70 
3. Saint Croix (Saint Lawrence).,. 174 
2. Saint Croix (Basal' sandst()1le) _ 45 
1. Algonkian (?)penetrated______ 5 
-----
* Iowa. Geol. Burv., vol. VI, p.195. Des Moines, 1897. . 
16 G~Rep. 
DEPTH. 
28 
304: 
361 
766 
871 
981 
1,034 
1,179 
1,249 
1,423 
1,468 
1,473 
ELEVA-
TION A. T. 
1,100 
824 
767 
362 
257 
]44 
94 
-51 
-121 
.,..295 
-340 
-245 
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The main water supply in this well comes fromN os. 2-4, 
which . collectively represent the Saint Croix sandstone. This 
sandstone is the source of the water in nearly all the deep 
wells of Iowa. No. 80fthe well section is very properly 
identified by Nortorr with the Saint Peter sandstone. This 
second sandstone marks one of the most persistent and most 
easily recognized of the geological horizons, and it extends 
with, uniform characteristics underneath a large portion of the' 
FIG. 24. Kuppinger's mill in the north pa.rt of Mason City-a typical mlll site on.Lime creek 
state. The water in the Mason CityweU is excellent inqual-
ity, and the supply is ample for the present needs of the city.' 
Water Powers. 
Out of-a great many possibilities afforded by the streams of 
_ the county, water powers liav~ been improved and utilized at 
only a few points. On Lime creek tp.e Lincoln mills, in sec-
-tion 15 of Lincoln township, have a head of eight feet; the 
Kuppingermill (Fig. 24), in thenorthE:'rn part of M~son City, 
has about thesame head, and the Portland mill, at Portland, 
. -
has 3JSO a fall of eight feet. . The old Parker's mill at -Mason 
City is located on Willow creek. On the Shell Rock river 
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there are mills at Plymouth, and there is now an unused, but 
formerly well developed water power at Shell Rock Falls. 
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